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ABSTRACT 
   
A review of studies selected from the Educational Resource Information Center (ERIC) 
covering the years 1985 through 2011 revealed three key evaluation components to 
analyze within a comprehensive teacher evaluation program: (a) designing, planning, and 
implementing instruction; (b) learning environments; and (c) parent and peer surveys.  In 
this dissertation, these three components are investigated in the context of two research 
questions:  
1. What is the relationship, if any, between comprehensive teacher evaluation scores 
and student standardized test scores? 
2. How do teachers and administrators experience the comprehensive evaluation 
process and how do they use their experiences to inform instruction? 
The methodology for the study included a mixed-method case study at a charter school 
located in a middle-class neighborhood within a large metropolitan area of the 
southwestern United States, which included a comparison of teachers’ average evaluation 
scores in the areas of instruction and environment, peer survey scores, parent survey 
scores, and students’ standardized test (SST) benchmark scores over a two-year period as 
the quantitative data for the study.  I also completed in-depth interviews with classroom 
teachers, mentor teachers, the master teacher, and the school principal; I used these 
interviews for the qualitative portion of my study.  All three teachers had similar 
evaluation scores; however, when comparing student scores among the teachers, 
differences were evident.  While no direct correlations between student achievement data 
and teacher evaluation scores are possible, the qualitative data suggest that there were 
variations among the teachers and administrators in how they experienced or “bought 
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into” the comprehensive teacher evaluation, but they all used evaluation information to 
inform their instruction.  This dissertation contributes to current research by suggesting 
that comprehensive teacher evaluation has the potential to change teachers’ and 
principals’ perceptions of teacher evaluation as inefficient and unproductive to a system 
that can enhance instruction and ultimately improve student achievement.  
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Overview 
This dissertation examined specific elements that research indicated are critical to 
comprehensive teacher evaluation: (a) instruction, (b) classroom environment, (c) peer 
surveys, and (d) parent surveys. The focus of my research was in-depth interviews with 
teachers as well as in-depth interviews with evaluators (a mentor teacher, a master 
teacher, and the principal).  This dissertation also draws from a descriptive analysis of 
teacher evaluation scores in the areas of instruction and classroom environment, scores 
on peer and parent surveys, and students’ standardized test (SST) benchmark scores. 
Comprehensive teacher evaluation is a school reform being implemented in 
numerous districts throughout the southwestern United States (US).  This chapter 
addresses the practical problem of comprehensive teacher evaluation that drives the 
research.  I have two main research questions:   
1.  What is the relationship, if any, between comprehensive teacher evaluation scores 
 and student standardized test scores?  
2.  How do teachers and administrators experience the comprehensive evaluation 
process and how do they use their experiences to inform instruction?   
This chapter is broken down into subsections based on the main research questions and 
provides an overview of the scholarly literature that highlights the relevance of each 
topic.  
In the current era of high-stakes testing and education budget cuts, comprehensive 
teacher evaluations have been proposed as a cornerstone of successful school reform. The 
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US needs qualified teachers and administrators to address achievement gaps and meet the 
needs of diverse students.  My dissertation sought to assess the relationship among 
teacher evaluation scores (see Appendix A, which includes the teacher evaluation rubric 
tool as well as the indicators and scoring scale that the teachers are scored on over three 
evaluations each year), peer survey scores (see Appendix B and Appendix C, which 
provide peer surveys, which are the indicators that the teachers score one another on, and 
the scoring scale), parent survey scores (see Appendix D), and SST benchmark scores.  I 
further conducted in-depth interviews with teachers and administrators (see Appendix E 
for the interview protocol). I used high-stakes test scores as one element of my research 
because schools are evaluated based on these scores.  Because SST benchmark scores are 
consequential for schools and teachers, my goal was to assess if a relationship existed 
between the SST benchmark scores and comprehensive teacher evaluations.  While the 
data did not permit making any direct inferences about teacher performance, it did 
provide important insights into the evaluation process.  My focus was on teachers and 
how the comprehensive evaluation process related to instruction.   
I conducted my research at a charter school that has been in operation and 
successful for 15 years.  The mission of the chosen school was to provide a safe learning 
environment rich in technology where students achieve academic and social excellence 
while solving real-life problems in a cooperative manner.  The charter school was located 
in a middle-class neighborhood within a large metropolitan area of the southwestern US.  
The school had implemented a comprehensive teacher evaluation program for the 13 
years preceding this study. 
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The teacher evaluation instrument is used to evaluate teachers on designing, 
planning, and implementing instruction by using 15 rubric indicators.  The instrument 
also evaluates the learning environment using four rubric indicators.  In each area 
teachers are assigned scale scores of 1 to 5, with 1 being needs improvement and 5 being 
exemplary.  The scores of 1 to 5 that the teacher received over the school year were 
averaged. I assessed the teachers’ evaluation scores alongside their classes’ benchmark 
SST scores for 2010-11 and 2011-12.  For each year there is a percentage (and raw 
number) of students who received exceeds standard, meets standard, approaches 
standard, and falls far below standard.  These data allowed me to summarize the data 
and then follow up with some possible interpretations of the data. 
  The scores from peer and parent surveys, which also use a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 
being needs improvement and 5 being exemplary also permitted me to summarize that 
data and then follow up with some possible interpretation. 
Statement of the Problem 
I studied comprehensive teacher evaluation as it related to SST benchmark scores 
using mixed methods.  I explored the relationship between comprehensive teacher 
evaluation and SST benchmark scores and also the perspectives of educators about the 
strengths and weaknesses of the evaluation process.  Through these two types of data,	  I	  was	  able	  to	  better	  understand how to assess teacher quality and how the assessment 
process shapes instructional practice. 
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Contributions to the Scholarly Literature 
Orr, Berg, Shore, and Meier (2008) found that state and national policy makers 
expect all schools to serve all children so that they meet or exceed state standards as 
defined by the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2001 (p. 670).  Those standards are 
presumed to be measurable by high-stakes tests.  However, there are many possible 
elements that may affect SST benchmark scores including teacher experience and the 
quality of teachers, administrators, and programs as well as poverty levels and related 
inequalities within our educational system.  This research looks specifically at teacher 
quality as reflected in three critical components of a comprehensive teacher evaluation 
system.  In the remainder of this section, I highlight key scholarly literature informing the 
study, and then I suggest the ways in which this study expands on and extends that 
scholarly literature.  
Wahlstrom and Louis (2008) determined that in this “era of accountability, a 
principal’s responsibility for the quality of teachers’ work is simply a fact of life.  How to 
achieve influence over work settings (classrooms) in which they rarely participate is a 
key dilemma” (p. 459).  Researchers find a positive relationship between principals who 
are present in classrooms and who build instructional capacity through detailed feedback 
(Wahlstrom & Louis, 2008).  But this direct method requires the principal to be in many 
classrooms most days, which quickly becomes an unmanageable task in any but small 
schools.  However, my study looks at comprehensive teacher evaluation to determine if it 
addresses this challenge by	  having the principal, mentor and master teachers giving 
teachers feedback and being in the classrooms daily for evaluations, modeling, and 
support. 
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Ovando and Ramirez (2007) stated, “As principals create favorable conditions 
that promote teacher learning and create structures to enhance teaching and learning, they 
must also respond to calls for implementing new comprehensive teacher evaluation 
systems that aim at improving both teacher performance and academic performance” (p. 
91).  Teacher evaluation programs are important in order to help schools meet desired 
student outcomes; however, the process by which most teachers are evaluated is 
inefficient and ineffective (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007).  Ovando and Ramirez (2007) 
indicated that little is known about the direct effect principals have on the academic 
achievement of students and the quality of instructional programs, and so they suggest 
additional studies are needed to highlight actual leadership actions that lead to improved 
student performance (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007).  My study addresses this need by 
looking at leadership actions of the principal, mentor and master teacher within a 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program and how these may be related to student 
performance. 
Hannah, Avolio, Luthans, and Harms (2008) suggested “a strong and positive 
leadership is associated with a high level of self-confidence in the knowledge, skills, and 
abilities associated with leading others” (p. 669).  Research also indicated that effective 
school leadership included actions such as hiring and socializing new teachers, buffering 
teachers from intrusions on teaching, providing substantive feedback to teachers through 
comprehensive teacher evaluations, and helping to create norms of continuous 
improvement in the school (Riehl, 2000, p. 63).  Marks and Printy (2003) integrated into 
the research a view of leadership that highlighted the synergistic power of leadership 
shared by individuals throughout the school organization. Marks and Printy (2003) 
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further suggested that when the principal elicits high levels of commitment and 
professionalism from teachers and works interactively with teachers in a shared 
instructional leadership capacity, then schools have the benefit of learning and 
performing at high levels (p. 393).  Wahlstrom and Louis (2008) found that when 
teachers were involved in making decisions that affected them, they tended to strengthen 
or deepen their instructional practice with the influence, and the combined efforts on the 
quality of pedagogy were significant (p. 483). 
Designing, Planning, and Implementing Instruction 
The comprehensive teacher evaluation program in this study focuses strongly on 
helping teachers improve their practice in the areas of designing, planning, and 
implementing instruction and incorporates other elements such as modeling and 
professional development.  Many researchers note the importance of sound instructional 
planning and design. For example, in order to see strong scores on high-stakes 
assessments for all students, Orr et al. (2008) cited the importance of the following 
instructional elements: a) a rigorous, standards-based curriculum; b) safety nets for all 
students; c) instructional blocks for literacy, math, and science; a common curriculum 
core; d) ongoing student assessments; e) distributed leadership; and f) school-embedded 
teacher professional development. Thus, teachers and school leaders—those charged with 
executing these instructional elements—are critical to effecting positive student 
outcomes. Riehl (2000) suggested: 
new (or renewed) instructional methods, such as project-based learning or 
constructivist learning, new organizational configurations, such as smaller 
schools, small class sizes, or block scheduling, new forms of assessment and 
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accountability, such as portfolios and high-stakes gateway testing, and new norms 
of teacher practice that emphasize collaboration and professional growth are 
examples of reform initiatives that address fundamental structures and processes 
within schools (p. 60).   
In order to address these issues in my research, the evaluation process I am studying is 
aimed at fostering teachers’ professional growth, instructional strategies, and unique 
organizational configurations.  
Blasé and Blasé (1999) pointed out that the impact of principals on school 
outcomes (i.e., students’ scores on high-stakes assessments) is derived, in part, from the 
principals’ interaction with and influence on teachers (p. 368).  Marks and Printy (2003) 
found that shared leadership and transformational leadership together, which they 
describe as integrated leadership, resulted in teachers providing evidence of high-quality 
pedagogy and their students scoring high on authentic assessments.  Wahlstrom and 
Louis (2008) found that in schools with higher levels of collective decision-making, there 
is a greater likelihood that reform initiatives are widespread and demonstrate 
improvements in student learning (p. 462).  However, in research by Orr et al. (2008), the 
researchers found: 
there were no mechanisms through which school leaders and groups of teachers 
worked together to review student data and make inferences about how to 
improve instruction and student learning, to reflect on current practice, or to try 
out new approaches.  Little or no capacity for collective problem solving, growth, 
and development existed in the schools generally, even in non-instructional areas. 
(p. 684)   
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Orr et al. (2008) discovered that schools made limited use of assessment data despite 
frequent student testing and assessment reports they received.  Part of the comprehensive 
teacher evaluation program that is examined in this study included weekly team 
meetings, which they called cluster meetings, where teachers brought student data to 
discuss and drive future instruction.   
Principals are an integral part of implementing instruction.  Feedback from the 
principal and proactively giving advice for the improvement of instruction was one 
central and powerful element of principals’ verbal interactions with teachers in Blasé and 
Blasé’s (1999) study.  Teachers also disclosed that principals made purposeful, 
appropriate, nonthreatening suggestions characterized by listening, sharing, using 
examples, giving choices, contradicting outdated or destructive policies, encouraging risk 
taking, offering professional literature, recognizing teachers’ strengths, and maintaining a 
focus on improving instruction.  Likewise, Marks and Printy (2003) suggested that 
principals build leadership capacity to improve student academic performance by 
involving teachers in continuous reflections, dialogue, and decision-making about 
educational matter using their professionalism and capitalizing on their knowledge and 
skills. Orr et al. (2008) found that a consistent theme throughout the school improvement 
literature was the centrality of leadership, particularly instructionally focused leadership, 
which included fostering organizational stability, developing organizational capacity for 
change, and engaging staff as professional learning communities. 
The Learning Environment  
In creating a positive and inviting learning environment, principals can make all 
teachers feel welcome by conveying the message that they are valued members of the 
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school community. It also sends the message that, as instructional leaders,	  principals will 
take the time to support all teachers.  Similarly, teachers should convey the message that 
the students are valued members of the school community (Tillman, 2005).  Riehl (2000) 
stated that the schools that serve all students well have continuous open communication 
with parents, teachers, and students in order to promote trust within the community, 
which increases the capacity for larger problems to be addressed.   
Blasé and Blasé (1999) found that principals who encouraged teachers to be 
creative, take a risk, and step outside the box also encouraged diverse approaches to 
teaching and learning that enhanced teachers’ development and reflective teaching (pp. 
366-367).  In turn, when teachers were encouraged to be creative and take a risk, they 
modeled these behaviors for their students and created a safe, risk-taking environment for 
the students.  The study conducted by Blasé and Blasé (1999) “assumed that the impact 
achieved by principals on school outcomes (i.e., student’s scores on high-stake 
assessments) derives, in part, from the principals’ interaction with and influence on 
teachers” (p. 368) and the interaction and influence of the teachers with the students.  
Blasé and Blasé (1999) further found that in effective principal-teacher interactions, 
teachers built repertoires of flexible alternatives for instruction rather than collecting rigid 
teaching procedures and methods (p. 359).  Moreover, “when principals who are 
transformation leaders accept their instructional role and exercise it in collaboration with 
teachers, they practice an integrated form of leadership” (Marks & Printy, 2003, p. 376).  
A positive school community with open communication and collaboration among the 
teachers and administration creates a model for teachers in creating a similar environment 
within the classroom, which encourages flexible alternatives for learning.  
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Peer and Parent Surveys 
 Another way to create an environment of collaboration and support for one 
another is to accept feedback from parents and peers. Through sharing other perspectives 
and having teachers reflect on that feedback and make determination on that feedback, 
the feedback could change teaching, relationships, and ultimately student’s scores on 
high-stakes assessments. For example, Marks and Printy (2003) observed that, “as 
teachers inquire together, they encourage each other toward answers for instructional 
problems.  Leadership for instruction emerges from both the principal and the teachers” 
(p. 374).  When the teachers inquired together on a regular basis, they created strong 
relationships among themselves and created a safe and supportive environment among 
themselves as educators.  Marks and Printy (2003) continued by suggesting that 
principals contributed importantly to these communities when they promoted teacher 
reflection and professional growth.  Principals and teachers both play a part in forging an 
effective leadership relationship (p. 374).  Research further indicated that to include 
parent perspectives on teachers and teaching is somewhat controversial, but something 
we may need to consider.  I included this element in my research to determine the 
relationship among the parent and teacher connections, collaboration, and student’s 
benchmark scores on high-stakes assessments. 
Summary and Synthesis 
There are many factors in school improvement that are outside of principals’ and 
teachers’ control, such as budget cuts and mandatory state and federal school reform 
programs.  However, there are many things that educators can do to make a positive 
difference within schools.  As highlighted here and discussed more fully in Chapter 2, a 
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plethora of research indicates that collaboration between administrators and teachers, 
teacher and students, and teacher and parents can create a school that includes the 
following elements: time for reflection, time for data analysis, time for professional 
development, and structures that allow the principal to work intimately with the teachers.  
These elements are areas that should be included in a comprehensive teacher evaluation 
system. In particular, research clearly indicates the need for further research in the areas 
of instruction, school and classroom environments, and assessment.  My research seeks to 
identify whether combining these elements, which are proven through research to be 
successful, can create a strong school reform that helps schools meet state and federal 
requirements such as those mandated by NCLB. The upcoming chapter will provide a 
literature review that examines the research on the effectiveness of each element.  
Significance of the study.  My research includes both qualitative and quantitative 
elements using a mixed-methods approach in the areas of	  (a)	  designing,	  planning, and 
implementing instruction, (b) learning environment, (c) peer surveys, (d) parent surveys, 
and (e) students’ scores on high-stakes assessments.  Quantitative data includes SST 
benchmark scores from the students of each of the teachers involved in the study along 
with the teacher evaluation scores.  The scores for the two years that the students and 
teachers worked together were examined.  The scores were broken down into the five 
areas mentioned above so I was able to conduct a descriptive analysis of the data.   
Originally, the qualitative data were to include in-depth interviews with four fifth and 
sixth grade teachers, which would have included two language arts and two math 
teachers—at least one of whom would be in the role of mentor teacher to gain the 
perceptions of the teachers’ experiences with comprehensive teacher evaluation.  
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However, due to change within the fifth and sixth grade team, I was only able to 
interview one language arts teacher instead of two.  I also conducted in-depth interviews 
with this group of teachers’ principal and the master teacher.  From the interview data I 
crafted narrative profiles (Seidman, 2006), which provided insights into how teachers and 
school leaders use the evaluation process to improve instruction and how this may or may 
not affect SST benchmark scores. 
Delimitations.	  This research project focuses on the relationship between SST 
benchmark scores and teacher effectiveness as measured by the scores teachers receive 
on a comprehensive teacher evaluation program over two years and data gathered through 
in-depth interviews with teachers and administrators. However, it is important to note that 
this research was not able to determine the validity or effectiveness of the annual 
statewide assessment.  The study assumes that the assessment system is a reasonable 
measure of what students have learned.  This research was not able to determine 
interrater reliability among evaluators or possible inflation or deflation of scores for 
teachers within the rubric.  Lastly, in this school, the students have the same teachers for 
two years, which makes for an uncommon situation in comparison to other schools.  By 
analyzing the interviews, I address some of these delimitations based on the thoughts, 
opinions, and feedback of the teachers and administrators.	  
When choosing the research site, I was directed by my personal knowledge of this 
comprehensive teacher evaluation tool and the school that uses it, which is a charter 
school in a middle-class neighborhood.  This school was chosen because, at the time of 
this study, there were very few schools in the state within which the study took place that 
had fully implemented comprehensive teacher evaluation programs over a number of 
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years.  Logistically, I did not have the ability to conduct this research in an inner city 
school where there are more challenges than in a school located in a middle class suburb. 
Dissertation Overview   
This dissertation includes six chapters.  The first chapter is the introduction.  In 
this introduction, I have shared some research on teacher evaluations within the areas I 
am looking at including instruction, environment, peer surveys, parent surveys, and 
standardized test scores.  Chapter 2 gives a more detailed and in-depth examination of the 
current research, shares my conceptual framework and introduces how I conducted my 
research.  In Chapter 3, I go into further detail about how I collected data and the 
strategies I used to analyze the data.  Chapter 4 includes average evaluation scores, peer 
and parent survey scores, and percentages and raw data of SST benchmark scores for 
each of the teachers as well as a descriptive analysis of the quantitative data that allows 
implications for my first research question:  What is the relationship, if any, between 
teachers evaluation scores and student standardized test scores?  Chapter 5 includes 
detailed and thorough examination of the five in-depth interviews I conducted with the 
three teachers, one master teacher, and principal.  I broke each interview down into 
categories, found themes within each category, used those themes to analyze data and 
answer my second research question: How do teachers and administrators experience the 
comprehensive evaluation process and how do they use their experiences to inform 
instruction?  The last chapter of my dissertation, Chapter 6, addresses my two research 
questions and a summary of how I came to those conclusions based on the data I 
collected.  I also included what this research suggests for comprehensive teacher 
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evaluation and what further studies need to be done in order to continue to determine how 
to create the strongest educational system for teachers, students, and families.  
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Chapter 2 
Conceptual and Empirical Background for the Study 
This literature review establishes a foundation for my multilayered research 
project.  The study focuses on elements of comprehensive teacher evaluation that the 
literatures indicates are essential to teacher quality: (a) designing, planning, and 
implementing instruction, (b) learning environments, (c) peer surveys, (d) parent surveys, 
and ultimately (e) SST benchmark scores.  In the sections that follow, I share my 
conceptual framework, define teacher evaluation, and discuss formative versus 
summative evaluation.  I also provide an overview of the key elements that research 
suggests should be included in a comprehensive teacher evaluation system. These 
elements are instruction, learning environment, peer surveys, and parent surveys. 
Conceptual Framework 
My conceptual framework consists of specific elements within teacher evaluation 
that I discussed in the previous paragraph:  (a) designing, planning, and implementing 
instruction, (b) learning environments, (c) peer surveys, (d) parent surveys, and (e) 
standardized test scores.  My analysis draws from a variety of data sources including 
student and teacher scores, surveys, and in-depth interviews. 
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   Students’ Standardized Tests (SST)/Quantitative 
 
 
     
 
In-depth Interviews of Teachers 
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SST/Quantitative Implementing 
Instruction/Quantitative 
SST/Quantitative 
 
Figure 2.1. A visual representation of the conceptual framework for the study. 
 
Designing, Planning, and Implementing Instruction 
In general, teacher evaluation is the act of performing an assessment based on 
established criteria of how well a teacher instructs.  Traditional teacher evaluations often 
consist of one to two visits by the principal to the classroom within an academic year.  
The teacher typically has an announced observation and an unannounced observation.  
During an announced observation, teachers are able to determine when and what the 
principal will be observing.  The teacher prepares for the observation, which may or may 
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not reflect the teaching that goes on daily within the classroom.  These evaluations 
generally focus on a teacher’s instructional strategies without much focus on other 
elements that may contribute to an efficient and effective teacher evaluation.  Gallagher 
(2004) suggested that traditional principal evaluations of proficient teachers are 
inadequate for determining strong and effective teachers and for providing guidance for 
them to improve their teaching skills.  Gallagher (2004) also found that studies of teacher 
evaluation showed that both teachers and principals saw typical evaluations as having 
little value and that principals’ ratings of teachers generally were uncorrelated with 
students’ scores on high-stakes assessments.  
Within schools, principals and other school leaders help determine the value and 
role of teacher evaluations (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007).  That is, whether or not teacher 
evaluations are perfunctory, summative evaluations or a meaningful assessment of the 
teaching and learning process depends on school leaders.  School administrators can 
extend evaluation beyond the ritualistic tradition of rating teachers on the basis of style 
and trait by moving towards a newer conceptualization of leadership defined as 
leadership density (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007, p. 87).  In schools that embrace leadership 
density, administration and staff promote: (a) the use of collaborative group engagement 
among the teachers, (b) seek high-quality opportunities to improve student’s scores on 
high-stakes assessments, (c) have a definition and process for student achievement in 
place, (d) support positive organizational change, (e) create greater program coherence, 
(f) build strong professional relationships among teachers and teachers and administrators 
that strengthen leadership density, and finally (f) strengthen teacher’s individual and 
collective efficacy beliefs (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007, p. 87). 
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Summative and formative assessments are used within the classroom by the 
teacher and in some cases for the teacher in teacher evaluation systems.  Crumrine and 
Demers (2007) emphasized the importance of conducting frequent formative assessments 
with students to help them gauge their learning.  Formative assessments like observations 
are ongoing, and they assess assignments and projects or quizzes that help the teacher 
drive instruction.  Likewise, ongoing formative assessments with teachers can be 
important for their professional growth, because ideally they should use the results to 
shape their teaching.  Formative assessments with the teachers might include daily 
walkthroughs with the principal with feedback to the teacher for continuous growth and 
improvement.  Crumrine and Demers (2007) noted that, "when summative and formative 
assessment is regular and ongoing, teaching can adapt to help learners develop deeper 
understanding and actively participate in their own learning” (p. 32). The same premise 
holds true when the teacher is the learner. Summative assessment is the process of 
evaluating and grading the learning that has taken place at a particular point, usually at 
the end of a unit of learning. Many associate summative assessments with standardized 
tests, but they are also used as an accountability measure that is generally used as part of 
the grading process or to set goals for teachers, students, classes, and schools.   
Epstein (1985) found that there was general dissatisfaction with the way teacher 
evaluations were conducted, what they measured, how they aligned with professional 
development, improved teacher status, and how they contributed to the effective 
education of students (p. 3).  Research clearly stated that teacher performance must be 
evaluated based on fair and comprehensive standards. Moreover, procedures must assist 
all teachers to advance professionally rather than identify a few meritorious teachers 
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(Epstein, 1985, p. 3).  Research indicated a strong comprehensive teacher evaluation 
system needed to include assessments by a variety of professionals using several 
instruments instead of assessments conducted by one individual on a few occasions.  
Multiple judges who rate teachers on many teaching practices important to student 
learning and development contribute to effective school reform (Epstein, 1985, p. 4).  
Goldstein’s (2005) literature review included the finding that the supervisory relationship 
focused on formative assessment was fundamentally grounded on trust between the 
teacher and the supervisor, and without trust the supervisor would not effectively support 
teachers in improving their instructional practice (p. 236).  However, some educators and 
scholars argued that formative and summative assessment could and should be combined 
(Goldstein, 2005, p. 237).  Formative and summative assessments can be fair and 
accurate if they include: (a) multiple data points; (b) an understanding of the teaching 
context, the focus of improvement efforts, and the challenges faced by the teacher; (c) an 
assessment of how hard the teacher is trying to improve and with what degree of self-
reflection and self-assessment; and (d) the growth or lack thereof that the teacher has 
accomplished (Goldstein, 2005, p. 237).   
According to Hazi and Rucinski (2009), teacher evaluation should include 
reflection on the teacher’s part and a professional development component based on the 
outcomes of the evaluations (pp. 4-5).  However, the social contexts in which teacher 
evaluations occur often limit the improvements evaluation systems are able to achieve 
(Ovando & Ramirez, 2007, p. 87).  Ovando and Ramirez (2007) also suggested that the 
evaluation personnel should include mentors, peer coaches, department chairs, and 
central office administrators or supervisors as well as the principal (p. 89).  However, 
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even with the research conducted to date, researchers in the field still know little 
regarding the direct effect that principals exert upon the academic achievement of the 
students and the overall quality of the instructional programs in the schools. The dearth of 
information suggests that more research needs to be completed in this area (Ovando & 
Ramirez, 2007, p. 90). Two main reasons for teacher evaluation are accountability and 
professional growth. As such, summative evaluation is essential for students to perform 
well on high-stakes assessments and for overall school improvement (Ovando & 
Ramirez, 2007, p. 89).   
It is imperative that a number of internal structures are present for teachers to 
perform at a high level of efficiency.  Ovando and Ramirez (2007) indicated instructional 
quality could be strengthened when principals created internal structures, including 
regular meeting times for teams of teachers to plan instruction and reflect on their 
practice, aligning school-wide professional development activities with school goals and 
teachers’ professional needs, promoting social trust among staff members, and practicing 
distributed leadership (p. 91).  Ovando and Ramirez (2007) further indicated that it is 
important for a principal to take on these additional roles, but a principal’s most 
important responsibility is the evaluation of teacher performance (p. 91).  However, 
“despite an abundance of research on principal leadership and the many roles, few studies 
have conceptualized or empirically examined connections among principal leadership, 
teacher evaluation, professional development, and school organizational conditions that 
may influence instructional quality” (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007, p. 90).  Through an 
effective teacher evaluation system, principals are expected to improve the instructional 
program, teaching practices, student performance, staff development activities, and 
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opportunities for teachers (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007, p. 91).  However, Ovando and 
Ramirez (2007) explained: 
The challenging responsibility for administrators is to provide multiple 
opportunities for teachers to examine their practices, to reflect on those practices, 
to collaborate with others as they are assessing practices, and then to empower 
these professionals to act on the many lessons learned from these endeavors as 
they attempt to influence teaching and learning through specific instructional 
leadership actions. (p. 92) 
Each of the opportunities Ovando and Ramirez presented could create an effective and 
on-going teacher evaluation system. They specified even further that: 
Teacher appraisal systems are an important link in the chain leading to desired 
student outcomes.  On the other hand, it is argued that the process by which most 
teachers are supervised and evaluated is inefficient, ineffective, and a poor use of 
principals’ time. (Ovando & Ramirez, 2007, p. 106)  
 Ovando and Ramirez (2007) believed that liberating principals did the right kind of 
work, which included improving instructional quality through a comprehensive teacher 
evaluation system; they also supported the comprehensive teacher evaluation system as 
one of the most important practices a school district could implement if it wanted to close 
the achievement gap and get all students achieving at high levels (p. 106). 
Learning Environment 
Expectations. Anderson, Finnan, and Schnepel (2003) found that some schools 
were aligning their school cultures and their classroom cultures through the concept of 
powerful learning. In these schools, challenging and exciting curriculum and instruction 
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were present to create a powerful learning environment (p. 392).  According to Anderson 
et al. (2003), “Learning is considered powerful if it is authentic, interactive, learner-
centered, inclusive, and continuous” (p. 392). Furthermore, powerful learning creates a 
strong and positive learning environment.  A challenging curriculum without adequate 
support for all students to meet those challenges could be a recipe for failure for children 
who begin school with more limited skill sets; thus, the answer is not simply to develop a 
more challenging curriculum, but provide classes that are advanced and supported 
(Crosnoe et al., 2010, p. 408).  Crosnoe et al. (2010) found that support in the classroom 
may entail a supplementary focus on foundational skills not available to the children 
entering school with fewer skills, and support also came from positive emotional 
responses from teachers (p. 408).  Without these supports, “exposing all children to 
similar levels of higher order instruction may close, rather than widen, achievement 
disparities” (Crosnoe et al., 2010, p. 409).  
Students who have low skill levels in a subject like math at the start of school will 
likely make up ground over time if they enjoy the same instructional resources as their 
peers who enter school with more skills.  If, on the other hand, students with low skills 
are relegated to less-demanding courses because of their perceived lack of aptitude, then 
they will likely fall farther behind (Crosnoe et al., 2010, p. 409).  Although research 
indicated the need to expose all students to higher-level instruction, this cannot be done 
haphazardly by exposing relatively less-prepared or less-able children to the same kind of 
challenging, complex activities and instruction as their better-prepared peers because that 
could most likely be counterproductive (Crosnoe et al., 2010, p. 409).  Crosnoe et al. 
(2010) made clear that if the manner in which we expose relatively less-prepared students 
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to higher-level instruction were not well thought out, then these students would be 
overwhelmed because they do not have the foundational, basic experiences and 
knowledge, a situation which would perpetuate the cumulative disadvantage process it is 
intended to correct (p. 409).  Thus, teachers must take care to make the learning 
experience less jarring for students who lack foundational experiences and knowledge. 
One way to achieve a less-jarring curriculum would be to include basic skills 
supplements at the beginning of the school year and move towards higher-level 
instruction, which would eventually move the two groups toward uniformity (Crosnoe et 
al., 2010, p. 409).  To successfully navigate a potentially at-risk child through such an 
experience, a teacher needs to attend to the student’s psychological well being as well as 
academic needs (Crosnoe et al., 2010, p. 409).  According to Crosnoe et al. (2010), a 
teacher who provides encouragement, emotional support, and comfort to a student is 
likely to be better able to make that higher order approach work.  In contrast, a teacher-
student relationship fraught with conflicts is not conducive to success, which strongly 
suggests the need to include an evaluation of the classroom environment in a 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program (Crosnoe et al., 2010, p. 409).  
Part of the classroom environment, as defined by Dochy, Janssens, and Struyven 
(2008), includes student-activating teaching methods, which challenge students to 
construct knowledge by means of authentic assignments that literally require their active 
participation in the learning and teaching process to incorporate and apply the available 
information from external sources such as course books, Internet, scientific journals, etc.  
Within active participation, students are expected to select, interpret, and apply 
information and knowledge to practical cases and to solve real life problems (Dochy et 
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al., 2008, p. 297).  However, research also indicated that minimally guided active 
instructional approaches ignored evidence from empirical studies over the past half 
century that consistently indicated that this type of instruction was less effective and 
efficient than instructional approaches that placed a strong emphasis on guidance of the 
student learning process within an active participation classroom (Dochy et al., 2008, p. 
297).  The findings of Dochy et al. (2008) suggested that active participation was an 
important element in a classroom environment with a balance of support and guidance 
from the teacher.  A comprehensive teacher evaluation program may help teachers to 
achieve this balance. 
Within the learning environment, teachers strive to create a positive relationship 
with their students and to balance expectations through pairing basic skills and higher-
level assignments. Empirical evidence also indicated that teachers need to consider the 
learning styles of each student, because learning styles influence learning outcomes 
(Dochy et al., 2008, p. 297).  Dochy et al. (2008) found that the most important behaviors 
of teachers were to present material clearly, answer students’ questions, treat students in a 
courteous and professional manner, and be well prepared for each class by providing 
students with clear directions and specific feedback (Dochy et al., 2008, p. 297-298). 
The classroom environment is an element of a comprehensive teacher evaluation 
program. One main characteristic of the ideal teacher deemed important by students and 
teachers within a classroom setting is the “willingness to help students” (Dochy et al., 
2008, p. 298).  Other qualities Dochy et al. (2008) found rated highly by both the students 
and the faculty were “knowledge of subject-matter,” “availability to present information 
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in a logical sequence,” “attention given to essentials of information,” “ability for clear 
communication in simple language” and “respect for student opinion” (p. 298). 
Research indicated the relationship among the students, teachers, and the 
likeability ratings of the class were also associated with students’ perception of the 
learning environment (Dochy et al., 2008, p. 298). One component of the learning 
environment is the available technology, and: 
A large number of research studies related students’ perceptions and learning 
outcomes to innovative computer technologies and the use of multimedia; many 
of them comparing an innovative method to traditional classroom teaching.  
Though achievement is usually found to be similar to the scores of the classroom 
teaching groups, students tend to like the computer or Internet-based setting better 
than the traditional setting. (Dochy et al., 2008, p. 298)  
Dochy et al. (2008) also found a similar set of studies conducted for other teaching 
methods and constructivist environments, and the most popular teaching methods among 
those studies were collaborative teaching methods and problem-based learning (PBL) (p. 
298).  Research indicated that PBL revealed a picture of popular teaching methods. When 
compared with a traditional setting, students had favorable perceptions of, and 
experienced specific learning gains within, the PBL setting; however, differences 
between PBL formats were also found (Dochy et al., 2008, p. 298).  In their research, 
Dochy et al. (2008) clearly indicated educational literature revealed different types of 
relationships—namely, the relationship between the learning environment and students’ 
preferences, the relationship between the learning environment and students’ learning 
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outcomes, and the relationship between students’ perceptions of the learning environment 
and student learning (pg. 298). 
Managing student behavior.  According to Bradshaw, Koth, and Leaf (2008), 
“another potential classroom-level predictor of students’ perceptions of school climate is 
the students’ proximal exposure to deviant or aggressive behavior in the classroom” (p. 
97). A growing number of studies have shown that groups of children with a high 
concentration of aggressive members within their classroom have an effect on both the 
behavior of the students and dynamics of the class itself (Bradshaw et al., 2008, p. 97).  
In addition, studies indicated “that aggressive or deviant children shift the social norms, 
such that deviant behavior becomes socially acceptable among the members” (Bradshaw 
et al., 2008, p. 97).  These findings suggest that the concentration of children with 
behavior problems may be an important classroom-level factor to consider when 
examining variation in children’s perception of the school environment (Bradshaw et al., 
2008, p. 97). 
Further research by Luiselli, Putnam, Handler, and Feinberg (2005) also found 
that antisocial behavior, academic underachievement, and poor development of prosocial 
skills among students attending our nation’s public schools were concerns for educators, 
parents, and the lay public (p.183).  Many public schools in the US experience problems 
such as violence, vandalism, bullying, and similar behaviors, which create an unsafe 
learning environment, undermine instruction, and pose a threat to the school population.  
Furthermore, early onset of discipline problems in school children predicts later 
maladjustment (Luiselli et al., 2005, p. 183).  Such a situation is noteworthy because “the 
concern about student discipline has produced many intervention and prevention-focused 
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programs to improve character and moral development, promote exemplary social skills, 
reduce antisocial behaviors, and strengthen academic competencies” (Luiselli et al., 2005, 
p. 184).  Luiselli et al. (2005) found that many prevention-focused programs had 
conceptual limitations, were publicized without supporting empirical data, and had 
minimal to no positive effects when evaluated objectively through randomized controlled 
trials (p. 184). They also found social skills training promoted social competence by 
teaching students how to interact more effectively with peers and adults through 
enhanced conflict resolution, problem solving, negotiation, and friendship-building 
abilities (Luiselli et al., 2005, p. 184).  In addition, Luiselli et al. (2005) discovered that 
systems-based behavioral intervention in schools incorporated contemporary principles of 
positive behaviors support (PBS).  Defined broadly, PBS is “the application of positive 
behavioral intervention and systems to achieve socially accepted behavior change” 
(Luiselli et al., 2005, p. 184). 
Luiselli et al. (2005) ultimately found that the critical components of a strong and 
positive learning environment included one in which the educators set consensus-driven 
behavior expectations, taught critical interpersonal skills, provided systematic positive 
reinforcement for meeting and exceeding performance criteria, monitored intervention 
efficacy continuously through data collection and analysis, involved all stakeholders in 
the formulation of discipline practices including teachers, administrators, and parents, 
and, lastly, reduced and eliminated reactive, punitive, and exclusionary strategies in favor 
of a proactive, preventive, and skill-building orientation (pp. 184-185).  As Luiselli et al. 
(2005) explained, “The area of academic curricular modification considers many 
influences but one of the most relevant is training educators to increase the academic 
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engagement of their students” (p. 185).  A strong and positive learning environment 
involves more than just behavior management; it also involves relationship building, 
setting high expectations, and engaging all students in the learning process. 
Respectful culture.  An ideal learning environment is one that fosters a safe 
environment for students to learn and take risks, sustains positive student-teacher 
relationships, upholds school values and beliefs, and clearly articulates high expectations.  
The learning environment is important to consider in a comprehensive teacher evaluation 
system, although there are questions regarding how many evaluation categories should 
include the learning environment as part of the assessment of comprehensive school 
reform and teacher evaluation.  A school’s learning environment consists of 
administrators working with teachers and outside influences. Meanwhile, the classroom 
learning environment consists of teachers working with students in a more closed 
environment, which can directly affect student learning and achievement (Anderson et 
al., 2003, p. 392).  Anderson et al. (2003) suggested that the culture within the school, 
including school-wide beliefs, values, and expectations, might not be expressed or 
manifested in the same way within each classroom (p. 392).   
Classroom dynamics are complex and similar to school climate in that they 
involve the relationships and interactions between teachers and students and among 
students, as well as the perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors of students and teachers 
within the classroom (Bradshaw et al., 2008).  It is likely that the climate of each 
classroom within a single school varies; moreover, within each classroom, classroom 
management, class composition, and teacher characteristics are all factors that influence 
student learning and achievement (Bradshaw et al., 2008, p. 97).  According to Bradshaw 
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et al. (2008), “Aggregated indicators of student characteristics and school type are linked 
with perceptions of school climate.  However, relatively few studies have investigated 
factors at the classroom level in relation to perceptions of the overall school climate” (p. 
97).   Bradshaw et al. (2008) also argued that it is imperative to evaluate teachers with 
practices that include emphasis on prosocial values and cooperation.  It is also argued to 
evaluate teachers who are supportive and experience improvement in positive student 
behavior and create students’ perception of connectedness to add to a strong and positive 
classroom climate where learning and achievement takes place (p. 97). 
Peer and Parent Surveys 
As discussed, there are several elements considered within a comprehensive 
teacher evaluation.  One of these elements is peer and parent feedback, which is gained 
through surveys.  Bruce and Ross (2007) found that high expectations of success 
motivated classroom experimentation because teachers anticipated they would be able to 
achieve the benefits of innovation and overcome obstacles.  Teachers with high 
expectations about their abilities to teach produced higher student scores on high-stakes 
assessment (Bruce & Ross, 2007, pp. 147-148).  Bruce and Ross (2007) also found that 
“teacher efficacy contributes to achievement because high efficacy teachers try harder, 
use management strategies that stimulate student autonomy, attend more closely to low 
ability student needs, and modify students’ ability perceptions” (p. 148).  In their 
research, Bruce and Ross (2007) found that teachers with high teacher efficacy had fewer 
absences, were more willing to handle difficult-to-teach students themselves rather than 
refer them to special classes, and were less likely to leave the profession (p. 148).  In 
other words, Bruce and Ross (2007) found that confident teachers persisted; they did not 
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allow failure to affect their progress, but instead responded to setbacks with renewed 
effort (p. 148).  It is suggested that teachers who have these high expectations for 
themselves are more open and encourage feedback from their peers as well as the parents 
of the student’s they serve. 
 Peer feedback.  Bruce and Ross (2007) indicated peer feedback influenced 
teacher’s judgments about their goal attainment (p. 148).  They also found that peers 
influenced teacher satisfaction with the outcomes of their instruction if colleagues gave 
praise specifically linked to the quality of the teacher’s performance; teacher performance 
would then, in turn, affect student’s scores on high-stakes assessments (Bruce & Ross, 
2007, p. 148).  However, it is important to point out that peer input may complement or 
compete with self-evaluation depending upon the teacher’s perceptions of the credibility 
of her or his colleagues, which indicates the importance of creating strong relationships in 
a school environment (Bruce & Ross, 2007, p. 148).  When strong and positive 
relationships are created, peers can influence teacher practice by suggesting specific 
strategies and work together to implement them.  Collaboration among teachers promotes 
teacher efficacy, especially when it leads to instructional coordination within a school 
(Bruce & Ross, 2007, p. 148).  Based on their research, Bruce and Ross (2007) suggested 
a structured approach for peer coaching in which pairs of teachers with equal experience 
and competence observed each other teach, negotiated improvement goals, devised 
strategies to implement the goals, observed the improved teaching, and provided each 
other with effective feedback (Bruce & Ross, 2007, p. 149).  This research supported the 
phenomenon that when teachers reinforce each other’s beliefs about competence, the 
competencies are magnified (Bruce & Ross, 2007, p. 149). 
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Parent feedback.  Using systematically gathered parent feedback for teacher 
evaluations is an uncommon practice; however, many writers have argued in favor of 
including them (Peterson, Wahlquist, Brown, & Mukhopadhyay, 2003, p. 318).  Epstein 
(1985) contended that parent views could be an important source of information about 
teachers.  She found that parent ratings were influenced by student reports of classroom 
life and by resources and ideas given to the parents by the teacher. Epstein (1985) 
highlighted theories and empirical studies that suggested teachers and parents share 
responsibility for the child’s success in school and that parents could help teachers and 
students meet school goals (Epstein, 1985, p. 4).  There are a number of ways that parents 
can be involved in their children’s education.  More common methods include parent-
teacher conferences and ongoing informal communication throughout the school year.  
However, formal parent surveys are a tool that can give feedback to the teachers and also 
help them maintain or improve their relationships with parents. 
Building on the work of Epstein (1985), Peterson et al. (2003) also advocated 
parent views as an important but distinct data source for comprehensive teacher 
evaluation (p. 319).  However, research showed a statistically significant difference in 
return rates and ratings of parent surveys according to the age of the pupils. Research also 
demonstrated that parent ratings of teachers did not agree with teacher self-ratings or 
administrator ratings. Finally, research confirmed that parents view teachers in a positive 
light, but that parents rated teachers lower than did the administrators (Peterson et al., 
2003, p. 319).  Peterson et al. (2003) considered parents’ surveys to be a state-of-the-art 
remedy for deficiencies in most current teacher evaluation practices (p. 319).  It is 
important to consider and recognize the logistics of including parent views in teacher 
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evaluation are considerable: time and dollar costs for complex data collection require 
deliberation, which in turn requires time costs to teachers—and time is a teacher’s most 
valuable commodity (Peterson et al., 2003, p. 319).  Research made clear that the use of 
parent views in teacher evaluation is both sociologically and politically controversial 
(Peterson et al., 2003, p. 320).  
Summary and Synthesis 
Overall, the literature review suggested that a comprehensive teacher evaluation 
program has the ability to make a difference when the evaluation includes a number of 
elements.  The creation of a strong relationship between administration, teachers, parents 
and students makes for a team effort and a safe place for teachers and students to take 
risks. Such risks also allow for a deeper understanding of skills and learning.  The 
literature also suggested that teacher evaluation must include focus on more than one 
component in evaluating teachers beyond teaching strategies.  In addition, in order for 
students to achieve high scores on high-stakes assessments, teacher evaluations need to 
be comprehensive and assess school climate and culture, classroom environment, and 
teacher strategies and must consider the team effort among administration, teachers, 
students, and parents. This literature review suggested that parent feedback could 
function as an element of evaluations that would be able to add to teacher improvement if 
the data were used in a systematic manner and analyzed in the appropriate context. 
Furthermore, this literature review indicated that there were numerous studies and data 
available to indicate various effects that instruction, learning environments, and peer and 
parent feedback have on the educational system.  
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My study adds to this body of research in all these areas; specifically, my study 
assesses a descriptive analysis among instruction, the learning environment, peer surveys, 
parent feedback and student standardized test scores. My study also allows the teachers 
who are subjects of the study and who are presently in the field to share their perceptions 
of comprehensive teacher evaluation and the effect it has on student standardized test 
scores.   
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 
I believe that statistical data are powerful and meaningful.  However, I also 
believe that in-depth interviews are valuable and useful because they provide insights that 
numbers cannot. The information gained from interviews has the potential to make a 
difference in education.  Professionals who work in classrooms everyday have important 
insights into what is working effectively within the educational system and what we need 
to do to improve.   
In this chapter I first share the research design of this mixed methods, case study 
approach to my research including the rationale for the study design.  I describe the 
school and the reasoning behind choosing the school.  I further describe the details of the 
quantitative and quantitative data collection and end this chapter with how the analysis 
was conducted.  
One goal of this research is to examine the relationship between comprehensive 
teacher evaluation and student standardized test scores. My second goal is to understand 
teachers’ and administrators’ perspectives of the evaluation process and how they use the 
results of the evaluation to inform instruction.  Comprehensive teacher evaluation is 
defined as an evaluation program for teachers consisting of multiple forms of evaluations 
completed by multiple people to determine the effectiveness of teachers and educational 
programs.  A mixed-method case study design is well suited to examine comprehensive 
teacher evaluation as a key element of school improvement and reform (Rossman & 
Rallis, 2003, p. 128). Rossman and Rallis (2003) suggested the rationale for using a case 
study approach includes the strength of the details and complexities that can be gathered 
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and the use of a range of sources to obtain multiple perspectives within the case study 
framework (p. 105).  The quantitative data consist of teacher evaluation scores, peer and 
parent survey results, and SST benchmark scores. I have looked at the raw data to 
determine if it suggests there is a relationship between the different elements of the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation and student scores, and I have hypothesized what that 
relationship might be.  From the qualitative data (the in-depth interviews), I explored 
teachers’ and administrators’ experiences with and perceptions of comprehensive teacher 
evaluation.  I have learned in detail about their experiences and what they perceived as 
the strengths and weaknesses of a comprehensive teacher evaluation program. Most 
importantly, I have gathered data specifically on how the extent to which it helps them to 
become better teachers and in turn improve student’s scores on standardized tests.  
I have completed a descriptive analysis based on teacher evaluation scores in the 
areas of instruction, environment, peer and parent survey results, and data from statewide 
assessments in the areas of math and language arts.  I have collected teacher’s average 
annual evaluation scores in all of the evaluation categories, SST benchmark scores for 
each class in the areas of math for the math teachers and in the area of language arts for 
the language arts teacher for the 2010-11 and the 2011-12 school years.  These data have 
been used to construct a descriptive analysis and derive possible interpretations and 
implications of the data.  These data have been used to answer the first research question. 
The qualitative portion of the study includes detailed analysis of in-depth 
interviews with three teachers who taught fifth and sixth grade multi-aged classrooms. 
The subject pool consisted of two math teachers and one language arts teacher, and there 
were two mentor teachers among the three interviewees.  Originally, I had planned on 
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interviewing four teachers (two math teachers and two language art teachers); however, 
the second potential language arts teacher was new to the school and the position, so 
there was no historical data on that teacher.  I also completed an in-depth interview with 
the master teacher for that cluster group and the principal of the charter school. The data 
were collected in order to answer the research questions, which are as follows: 
1. What is the relationship, if any, between comprehensive teacher evaluation scores 
and students’ standardized test scores? 
2. How do teachers and administrators experience the comprehensive evaluation 
process and how do they use their experiences to inform instruction? 
Research Design 
I used a mixed-method, case study approach. The quantitative portion of the study 
included a descriptive analysis of teacher’s average evaluation scores in the areas of 
instruction, environment, peer and parent survey scores, and SST benchmark scores over 
a two-year period. The qualitative portion of the study consisted of in-depth interviews 
with teachers and administrators.  I characterize this work as a case study because it is an 
in-depth and detailed exploration of the teachers’ and administrator’s experiences within 
the comprehensive teacher evaluation program and their perspectives on how this relates 
to students achievement.  I support the in-depth interviews with a descriptive analysis of 
quantitative data.  The relationships that manifest within this school setting constitute the 
case, or the unit of analysis (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 104).   
Creswell (2009) suggested there were four important aspects when planning a 
mixed-methods study. Those aspects include timing, weighting, mixing, and theorizing.  I 
collected quantitative and qualitative data concurrently, which gave each set of data equal 
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weight using a method called a concurrent triangulation strategy.  According to Creswell 
(2009): 
The concurrent triangulation approach is probably the most familiar of the six 
major mixed methods models.  In a concurrent triangulation approach, the 
researcher collects both quantitative and qualitative data concurrently and then 
compares the two databases to determine if there is convergence. (p. 213) 
Creswell (2009) suggested that the concurrent triangulation method should be used to 
compensate for the weaknesses inherent within one method with the strengths of the 
other.  Creswell (2009) described that in this mixed-methods approach, the two sets of 
data are placed side-by-side and a detailed discussion is completed (p. 213).  As Creswell 
(2009) explained, “This traditional mixed methods model is advantageous because it is 
familiar to most researchers and can result in well-validated and substantiated findings” 
(pp. 213-214). 
Concurrent Triangulation Design 
 
Descriptive Analysis   +   In-depth Interviews 
(Quantitative)       (Qualitative) 
Data Collection      Data Collection 
           
          
  
Descriptive Analysis      In-depth Interviews 
Data Analysis       Data Results Compared  Data Analysis 
 
Figure 3.1. Creswell’s concurrent triangulation design for a mixed-methods study. 
Adapted from Research design: Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods 
approaches, by J. W. Creswell, 2009, p. 210. Copyright by Sage Publications. 
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Context and Access 
As I was designing the study, it was very difficult to find a local school that had a 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program in place and fully implemented.  There were 
at least 14 school districts in the state in which the study took place that were either 
considering the implementation of or in the first stages of implementation, but none were 
in full implementation in time for this study.  The only school with this evaluation system 
fully implemented was South East Valley (SEV) Charter School (pseudonym) located in 
a predominantly White, middle-class neighborhood in a large metropolitan area in the 
Western US.  As mentioned in Chapter 1, the mission of the charter school is to provide a 
safe learning environment rich in technology where students could achieve academic and 
social excellence while solving real-life problems in a cooperative manner. The mission 
statement was developed at a time when all schools throughout the US felt pressure 
regarding their students’ scores on high-stakes testing.  
At the time of the study, SEV Charter School had approximately 1,552 students 
who were enrolled in pre-kindergarten (pre-K) through twelfth grade.  The pre-K through 
fourth grade enrollment was approximately 610 students; fifth and sixth grades had 
approximately 247 students; seventh and eighth grades had 282 students; ninth through 
twelfth grades had 413 students.  Of these students, an insignificant percentage qualified 
for free and reduced lunch.  The students in this school came from homes where many of 
the mothers were stay-at-home mothers or professionals.  The parents were highly 
motivated and involved in the school and were expected to complete volunteer hours 
each year, but did not have a specified amount of volunteer hours required.  Table 3.1 
shows a breakdown of the enrollment for SEV. 
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Table 3.1 
SEV Charter School Student Population 
 
 
 
 
The school was rated Excelling by the State Department of Education.  Opened in 
1996, the majority of students who attended this charter school were White, English 
speaking, and not economically disadvantaged; there were very few students with 
disabilities. The demographics of the teachers were similar to those of the students they 
served. I contacted the chief executive officer of the charter school and received approval 
to conduct my study at this school. 
I chose SEV Charter School because it had a comprehensive teacher evaluation 
program in place for many years.  The comprehensive teacher evaluation program 
implemented at SEV Charter School includes a highly detailed rubric to help teachers to 
improve how they designed, planned, and implemented instruction as well as evaluate 
their classroom environments (Appendix A).  The school also administered peer 
(Appendices B & C) and parent surveys (Appendix D) during the academic year and 
provided time each week for the teachers to reflect on their teaching both independently 
and within their grade level team.   
The first through fourth grades had multi-aged classrooms with 60 students per 
classroom. In each classroom, there were two certified teachers and one instructional 
assistant in a space the size of two standard classrooms; the school referred to the spaces 
Grades Number of Students 
Pre-k-fourth 610 
Fifth and sixth 247 
Seventh and Eighth 282 
Ninth through twelfth 413 
Total 1,552 
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as clusters.  The intermediate elementary, middle school, and high school were 
departmentalized, and each student had teachers who were highly qualified in the content 
area they taught.  The students were grouped based on their abilities in math and reading.  
Project-based learning (PBL) was used for science and social studies instruction with 
students of all levels working together.  The students presented the completed projects to 
their parents each quarter.  Each student also had an Individual Learning Plan (ILP) and 
ILP conferences were conducted five times a year with the teacher, student, and parent(s).   
There were three categories of teachers within the school: classroom teachers 
(career teachers), classroom teachers who served as mentors (mentors), and teachers who 
did not have a class and functioned as a support and a coach to the classroom teachers 
(master teacher).  Career and mentor teachers had 90 minutes each day to collaborate 
with their co-teachers, attend meetings, and receive professional development.  During 
the 90 minutes, the students received physical education, music, technology, and Spanish 
instruction from certified teachers in those content areas.  The mentor teachers, master 
teachers, and principal completed three teacher evaluations of each teacher throughout 
the school year.  Based on student assessments and teacher evaluations, the master 
teacher continuously researched and tested effective teaching and learning strategies. 
Based on the master teacher’s findings, he or she then trained the career and mentor 
teachers to implement the strategies in his or her classrooms through modeling and 
professional development during their planning time. 
Researcher Positioning and Stance 
I chose this school because, to my knowledge, it was the only school that had a 
long-running comprehensive teacher evaluation program at the time of the study.  I had 
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worked with the administration at this school, and so I had established rapport with the 
administration. As such, I have a clear understanding of the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program.  I chose to focus on the sixth grade because this enabled me to 
examine SST benchmark scores among students who had a history with statewide 
assessment.  Although the teachers have multi-age classrooms with fifth and sixth grade, 
I specifically focused on the sixth grade.  While some of these sixth graders were new to 
the school, most had been enrolled for a number of years. 
Quantitative Data 
For the quantitative portion of my research, I gathered data from teacher 
evaluations, peer and parent surveys, and SST benchmark scores, which were provided 
by the chief executive officer of the school and I created student numbers for each 
student to keep their identities anonymous.  I collected standardized test data for the same 
group of students for the 2010-11 and the 2011-12 school years (they were in the fifth 
and sixth grades over the two years) taught by the teachers for whom I had collected data. 
At this school, students were in multi-aged classrooms, so many of the sixth grade 
students worked with the same teacher they had in fifth grade.  I collected the average 
teacher evaluation scores for specific evaluation areas for the fifth and sixth grade 
language arts teacher and math teachers for the 2010-11 and 2011-12 school years. I 
analyzed the SST benchmark scores and teachers’ average scores in each of the specified 
areas and completed a descriptive analysis based on all of the quantitative data.   
Each teacher received three observations within one school year from 
administration, mentor teachers, and master teachers.  They received scores between 1 
and 5, with 1 being unsatisfactory and 5 being exemplary. Teachers received scores in 15 
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areas that included designing, planning, and implementing instruction.  These 15 scores 
from the three observations per academic year were averaged to create one, overall score 
in the area of designing, planning, and implementing instruction.  The teachers also 
received scores between 1 and 5 for evaluations in four areas relating to the learning 
environment.  These scores were obtained over the course of three observations per 
academic year, and they were averaged to create one overall score in the area of the 
learning environment.  I also collected the scores for each teacher in the areas of peer and 
parents surveys.  These scores were also averaged.  The teacher evaluation scores, peers 
survey scores, parents survey scores, and SST benchmark scores were the basis of 
constructing my descriptive analysis.  While collecting this quantitative data, I also 
collected the qualitative data, discussed in the next section. 
Qualitative Data 
For the qualitative portion of my research, I recruited three fifth and sixth grade 
teachers to participate in in-depth interviews.  Based on Seidman’s (2006) three-part 
interview sequence, “The first interview inquires into the interviewee’s history and life 
story” (Seidman, 2003, p. 98).  The second interview orients both the researcher and the 
interviewee regarding the comprehensive teacher evaluation program in which the 
teacher has been involved (Seidman, 2003).  The purpose of the third interview is to 
bring the first and second interviews “together in a reflective dialogue about the meaning 
of the interviewee’s experience in light of his/her history” (Seidman, 2003, p. 98).  My 
interview questions and conversations were directed at the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program in which the interviewees participated. I also asked about the 
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experiences they had within the program and how they believed those experiences had an 
effect on instruction, student learning, and statewide-standardized test scores. 
Each teacher involved in my research signed permission forms so I could have 
access to their evaluation data and I created pseudonyms to help keep their identities 
anonymous.  I conducted in-depth interviews at the same time with the same three 
teachers (one language arts teacher and two math teachers) to get to know their personal 
and professional background, and the experience they had at the school with regard to the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program.  I also conducted interviews with the master 
teacher and the principal.  These five interviews constitute the bulk of the data for my 
research.  I broke down the questions from each of the five interviewees into the 
categories from my conceptual framework: instruction, environment, and peer and parent 
surveys.  I also incorporated interview data from each of the interviewees in regard to 
how much they “buy-into” the program as well as the strengths and weaknesses they see 
within the program. 
Data Analysis 
After collecting all of the quantitative and qualitative data, it was then necessary 
to analyze the material.  The quantitative data were historical data that was given to me 
by the CEO.  This data included SST benchmark scores of the student’s of each teacher, 
teacher evaluation data, peer surveys results for each teacher, and parent survey results 
for each teacher.  I completed a descriptive analysis on this data and suggested 
implications based on these analyses. 
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The interviews were newly collected material, so unlike the quantitative data from 
prior academic years, there was a great deal of interview data to process and analyze. 
According to Rossman and Rallis (2003): 
Analyzing and interpreting qualitative data is the process of deep immersion in 
the interview transcripts, field notes, and other materials you have collected; 
systematically organizing these material into salient themes and patterns; bringing 
meaning so the themes tell a coherent story; and writing it all up so that others can 
read what you have learned. (p. 270)   
The in-depth interviews helped reveal where each teacher came from, how their teaching 
has or has not changed since they became involved in the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program, what they thought of the program, and what they perceived as the 
relationship, if any, between the comprehensive teacher evaluation program and students’ 
standardized test scores.  Rossman and Rallis (2003) suggested the use of preliminary 
categories to help focus the data gathering process. In accordance with this suggestion, 
the interview analysis began with preliminary categories that included the teacher’s 
perception of each of the elements I am focusing on in my study: designing, planning, 
and implementing instruction, learning environment, and peer and parent surveys (p. 
282).  I also learned the extent of the benefits they receive from the program, not only in 
terms of the evaluations themselves, but also the training, professional development, or 
any other support they felt necessary.  I learned their opinion on if they supported more 
schools adopting comprehensive teacher evaluation programs, and we discussed why or 
why not they supported adoption of the program.  Rossman and Rallis (2003) suggested 
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that once interview information is gathered through the categories, a more subtle analysis 
may be revealed (p. 282).   
As the analysis moved forward, I relied on the categories I developed through the 
literature review and my conceptual framework; however, as Rossman and Rallis (2003) 
described, during the focused analysis other categories were determined and I have 
included them in my analysis. 
 
Figure 3.2. Diagram of the process of data analysis for qualitative data. Adapted from 
Research design: Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods approaches, by J. W. 
Creswell, 2009, p. 185. Copyright by Sage Publications.  
 
According to Creswell (2009), “This side-by-side integration is often seen in 
published mixed methods studies in which a discussion section first provides quantitative 
statistical results followed by qualitative quotes that support or disconfirm the 
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quantitative results” (p. 212).  This is the organization seen in the following chapters 
within my research project.  
Summary and Synthesis 
 This chapter provided an overview of the process that I completed to collect and 
analyze both quantitative and qualitative data describing the research design.  It further 
shares research to support the process chosen to complete this study.  I describe the 
school that was selected and the reasons behind the school that was selected.  There is a 
detailed section describing the data collection and analysis for both the quantitative and 
qualitative data and concludes with a detailed section on completing data analysis.  
Chapters 4 and 5 delve into the actual data and detailed analysis of the quantitative and 
qualitative data.  
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Chapter 4 
Descriptive Analysis 
Introduction 
 I completed a mixed-method case study that included a comparison of teachers’ 
average evaluation scores in the areas of instruction and environment, peer survey scores, 
parent survey scores, and students’ SST benchmark scores over a two-year period as the 
quantitative data for the study.  I also completed in-depth interviews with classroom 
teachers, mentor teachers, the master teacher, and the school principal; I used these 
interviews for the qualitative portion of my study (discussed in Chapter 5).  In this 
chapter, I will present the data I used to address my first research question: What is the 
relationship, if any, between comprehensive teacher evaluation scores and students’ 
standardized test scores?  This chapter provides an overview of teacher evaluation scores, 
survey scores and their SST benchmark scores. 
Three classroom teachers from the fifth and sixth grade team at South East Valley 
(SEV, a pseudonym) were participants in this study, and two of them served in the 
mentor teacher role.  Bill (all of the teachers were assigned pseudonyms) has taught 
math; Katherine has taught math; and Emma has taught language arts.  Katherine and 
Emma have both served as mentor teachers as well as classroom teachers.  Table 4.1 
shows which data were available for each of the teachers involved in the study. 
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Table 4.1 
Descriptive Data Overview 
  
Table 4.2 provides a list of the instruments I used for the analysis.  It also 
provides a brief description of what each instrument is designed to do, the scale scores for 
each instrument, and the response rate for each of the instruments. 
Table 4.2 
Description of Instruments 
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The first section of this chapter includes the evaluation scores for each of the three 
teachers for the school years 2010-11 and 2011-12.  The teachers’ scores are provided for 
each rubric indicator within these broad areas: Designing and Planning Instruction, 
Instruction, and Environment.  There are 15 rubric indicators for Designing and Planning 
Instruction and Instruction.  The Designing and Planning Instruction section of the rubric 
covers the areas of: 
• instructional plans 
• student work 
• assessment 
The Instruction section of the rubric covers the areas of: 
• standards and objectives 
• motivating students 
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• presenting instructional content 
• lesson structure and pacing 
• activities and materials 
• questioning 
• academic feedback 
• grouping students 
• teacher content knowledge 
• teacher knowledge of students 
• thinking 
• problem solving 
Each section provided a score; one score was from Instruction and the other was from 
Designing and Planning Instruction.  I then averaged the two scores to determine each 
teacher’s overall score for Designing, Planning, and Implementing Instruction.  
The Environment section of the rubric has three rubric indicators: 
• expectations 
• managing student behavior 
• environment 
I calculated a score for environment by averaging across the indicators.   
 The teacher evaluation scores indicated that the teachers scored between 3 and 4 
each school year.  The teachers’ scores did not change much from one school year to the 
next.  The Teacher Advancement Program (TAP) rubric suggested that if the teacher 
scored a 3, then the students should be advancing one year’s worth of growth, however 
my data do not allow me to directly assess student growth.  
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  I have also included tables to show more detailed information regarding the 
responses from the parent and peer surveys, which will be covered more specifically near 
the end of the chapter.  However, the surveys did not have a high response rate.  At the 
end of the chapter, I provide an overview of the extent to which each teacher’s students 
met SST benchmarks. 
Teacher Evaluation Scores 
Teacher evaluation scores for math teacher Bill. Bill has taught math for the 
fifth and sixth grade team at SEV.  He scored an average of 3.53 in the area of Designing 
and Planning Instruction in the 2010-11 school year and 3.61 in the 2011-12 school year.  
He scored an average of 5 in the area of Environment for the 2010-11 school year, which 
is a perfect score; however, his average fell to a 3.97 average for the 2011-12 school year, 
which indicates a drop from the previous year.  Lastly, Bill scored an overall average of 
3.78 in the area of Instruction during the 2010-11 school year and a 3.75 in the 2011-12 
school year, which was a minor increase.  Overall, these scores suggest that Bill’s 
instruction did not change substantially over the two-year period. Instead, the scores 
suggest that there was either a change in Bill’s classroom environment or the evaluators 
changed from one year to the next and there was decreased consensus among the 
evaluators.  In other words, Bill’s classroom environment may not have changed, but the 
expectations of the evaluators changed.  Overall, these scores suggests Bill is an above-
average teacher.  Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the breakdown of Bill’s evaluation scores over 
the two-year period. 
 Teacher evaluation scores for math teacher Katherine.  Katherine has taught 
math for the fifth and sixth grade team at SEV and has also served as a mentor teacher.  
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She scored an average of 3.68 in the area of Designing and Planning Instruction for the 
2010-11 school year and 3.47 in the 2011-12 school year.  This score indicates a small 
drop in this area.  She scored an average of 4.28 in the area of Environment for the 2010-
11 school year, and her score increased slightly to an average of 4.52 for the 2011-12 
school year.  Lastly, Katherine scored an overall average of 3.75 in the area of Instruction 
during the 2010-11 school year and a 3.79 in the 2011-12 school year, a slight increase in 
this area.  Overall, these scores suggest that Katherine’s overall instruction did not 
change significantly over the two-year period; it also suggests she is an above-average 
teacher.  Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show the breakdown of Katherine’s evaluation scores over 
the two-year period. 
 Teacher evaluation scores for language arts teacher Emma.  Emma has taught 
language arts for the fifth and sixth grade team at SEV and has also served as a mentor 
teacher.  She scored an average of 3.84 in the area of Designing and Planning Instruction 
for the 2010-11 school year and 3.7 in the 2011-12 school year, which was a small 
decrease.  She scored an average of 4.01 in the area of Environment for the 2010-11 
school year, and her score in this area increased to 4.43 for the 2011-12 school year.  
Lastly, Emma scored an overall average of 3.94 in the area of Instruction during the 
2010-11 school year and a 3.81 in the 2011-12 school year, which indicates a minor dip 
in her score.  Overall, these scores suggest that Emma’s general instruction practices did 
not change substantially over the two-year period, and also indicates she is an above-
average teacher based on the expectations of the teacher evaluation program.  Tables 4.3 
and 4.4 show the breakdown of Emma’s evaluation scores over the two-year period. 
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 Understanding teacher evaluation scores.  While the average teacher evaluation 
scores were very similar, there were some differences in the teachers’ scores in the 
different areas, which suggests the importance of carefully assessing each teacher using 
the detail within each broad area to understand teachers’ strengths and weaknesses. 
Table 4.3 
Teacher Evaluation Scores for 2010-11 
  
 
Table 4.4 
Teacher Evaluation Scores for 2011-12 
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Peer Survey Results 
Historically, SEV has conducted peer surveys annually in the spring.  To do this, 
the leadership team creates their own surveys with feedback from the teachers based on 
the information they want to collect (Appendices B and C).  The questions in the peer 
surveys (career teacher and mentor teacher surveys) focus on how the teachers work 
within teams, how they collaborate, and the level of content knowledge from the 
perspective of their team members.  SEV teachers work together on a daily basis and look 
at student work, create goals for themselves as well as the students, and work on their 
teaching strategies; the peer surveys give the teachers feedback on these expectations. 
Teachers complete peer surveys for teachers that are on their team or cluster and 
teachers they work closely with on a regular basis; therefore, the overall number of 
surveys is small.  SEV located peer survey results for two out of three of the teachers for 
the 2010-11 school year.  There were no peer survey results for Katherine, and it is 
unclear why they were not completed.  SEV was unable to provide peer survey results for 
any of the three teachers for the 2011-12 school year.  
Peer survey results for math teacher Bill.  For the 2010-11 school year, SEV 
had peer survey results for Bill as a career teacher and seven out of seven of Bill’s peers 
filled out the survey, which is a response rate of 100%. The teacher survey results 
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indicated that Bill’s peers had a very positive overall attitude toward Bill.  Table 4.5 
shows the detailed responses Bill received from his peers. Bill’s strongest area from the 
perspective of his peers is in the area of knowledge or how to get unknown knowledge in 
content area.  All of Bill’s peers gave him a perfect score for that indicator.   All of his 
peers also gave him a 4 or a 5 for all of the indicators, except for one peer who gave him 
a 3 on six of the indicators.  The 3s that Bill received are the lowest scores he received 
from his peers.  The overall score of 4.66 indicates that Bill is well respected by his peers. 
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Table 4.5 
 
Bill’s Career Teacher Peer Survey Results for 2010-11 
 
Peer survey results for language arts teacher Emma.  For the 2010-11 school 
year, SEV had peer survey results for Emma as a mentor teacher and eight out of eight of 
Emma’s peers filled out the survey, which is a response rate of 100%.  Emma’s peers had 
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a very positive overall attitude toward Emma as a mentor teacher as indicated by the 
survey results.  Table 4.6 shows the detailed responses Emma received from her peers. 
Emma’s strongest score was with the indicator that states she is willing to share resources 
and ideas with others.  As a mentor teacher, this is a very important element.  It is also 
important to point out that Emma received a 5 on the majority of the indicators by a 
majority of her peers.  However, her low score was a 2 on the indicator that the teacher 
follows up on professional growth topics, something Emma would want to address if she 
had not already done so by the time she received the results of the survey.  The overall 
scores for the 2010-11 school year mentor teacher peer survey indicated that Emma was 
well respected by her peers.  As the mentor teacher, Emma received an overall average 
score of 4.69 from her peers with 5 being a perfect score. 
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Table 4.6 
Emma’s Mentor Teacher Peer Survey Results for 2010-11 
 
Peer Survey Results Summary 
For the 2010-11 school year, there were peer responses for two out of the three 
teachers.  The data that were available suggest that these teachers have respect for one 
another, support one another in their jobs, and believe that they are each doing an above-
average job of teaching and supporting one another.  It is important to point out that the 
two surveys are different.  Bill’s peers completed the career teacher survey and Emma’s 
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peers completed the mentor teacher survey.  These surveys have different questions and 
are not comparable.  As a practitioner, I would go over peer survey results with all of my 
teachers.  I would ask questions to encourage the teachers to recognize his or her area of 
strength and specific things he or she does to support his or her team in the specific area.  
I would further encourage the teacher to look at his or her lowest scores and have a 
conversation to determine what he or she thinks may have contributed to that score and 
how that information might inform future objectives and goals.    
Parent Survey Results 
SEV located parent survey results for all three teachers for the 2011-12 school 
year, but parent survey results were not available for the teachers for the 2010-11 school 
year.  SEV was either unable to locate the data or the surveys were not completed for 
2010-11 school year.  Appendices G, H, and I, give detailed responses to each of the 
indicators for the teachers as well as the number of parents who responded for each 
teacher.  However, due to the considerably low return rate, it is not reasonable to 
complete an in-depth analysis of this data. 
Overall, the number of parent surveys that were returned was limited. Bill 
received responses from 14 parents; Katherine received responses from 14 parents; 
Emma received responses from 10 parents.  Each teacher received scores ranging from 1 
to 5, although the majority of responses were found in the 4 and 5 range for all three 
teachers.  Bill received an overall average score of 4.41 on the parent surveys, Katherine 
received an overall average score of 4.67 on the parent surveys, and Emma received an 
overall average score of 4.59 on parent survey scores.  These scores suggest that the 
parents who did respond to the 2011-12 parent survey felt that the teachers were above 
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average in the areas that were addressed in the survey.  However, these were only a 
minority of each teachers’ parents.  A short summary can be found in Appendix J.  
Score Summary 
Tables 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, include Bill’s, Katherine’s, and Emma’s average 
evaluation scores in the areas of instruction and environment, peer and parent survey 
scores (where available), and a percentage and raw score for SST benchmark data for 
each teacher for 2010-11 and 2011-12.  I broke down the SST benchmark data into the 
performance categories used by the state.  For each year, there is a percentage (and raw 
number) of students who received exceeds standard, meets standard, approaches 
standard, and falls far below standard.  These tables allowed me to summarize the data 
and then follow up with some possible interpretations of the data.  It is important to 
recognize that, because the samples of students in each classroom was small, I can only 
conduct a basic descriptive analysis. 
As a practitioner, these data alone do not allow me to make firm conclusions such 
as effectiveness and efficiency in regard to instruction or learning. Although within the 
context of the comprehensive teacher evaluation program, these data are the basis for 
conversations and future plans for teacher and student goals.  These data are analyzed 
with the teacher and goals are created for the teacher to improve upon scores within their 
evaluations.  This process is also tied to goals that are created for moving students from 
one level to the other within the SST categories.  Instructional strategies to move students 
from one level to another are set within leadership and cluster meetings.     
Score summary for math teacher Bill.  Table 4.7 includes Bill’s average score 
in the areas of instruction and environment, peer and parent survey results, and student 
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SST benchmark scores for 2010-11 and 2011-12.  The scores Bill received in the area of 
instruction and environment were very similar over the two-year period.  The scores 
suggest that Bill is a slightly above-average teacher.  The comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program suggests that when a teacher receives a 3, then the teacher is 
proficient (an average teacher) and Bill’s scores were slightly above a 3.  Both the peer 
and parent survey scores suggest that Bill’s peers and parents believe Bill is an above-
average teacher.  Those scores were slightly higher than what Bill received on his 
evaluation scores.  However, the number of surveys completed was smaller, thus making 
it difficult to put too much weight on these scores.   
Bill’s SST benchmark scores were also very similar over the two-year period.  
The scores suggest that Bill’s students, overall, met or exceeded state standards.  Over the 
two-year period, Bill had mixed results.  It is important to note that it is imperative to 
look at the students individually: where they fall within the raw scores of each category, 
academic capability, special needs, and family support to name just a few considerations.  
It is also imperative to look at the prior achievement of students in a teachers’ class and 
movement in and out of the classroom or school.   
Table 4.7 
 
Bill’s Evaluation Scores, Peer Survey Scores, Parent Survey Scores, and  
 
SST Benchmark Scores for 2010-11 and 2011-12 
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Score summary for math teacher Katherine. Table 4.8 includes Katherine’s 
average score in the areas of instruction and environment, peer and parent survey results, 
and SST benchmark scores for 2010-11 and 2011-12.  The scores Katherine received in 
the area of instruction and environment were very similar over the two-year period.  The 
scores suggest that Katherine is a slightly above-average teacher. There were no peer 
survey results for Katherine for either of the two years.  Parent survey scores suggest the 
parents that responded believed Katherine was an above-average teacher.  The parent 
survey scores for 2011-12 were slightly higher than what Katherine received on her 
evaluation scores.  However, as mentioned before, the number of surveys completed was 
small, thus making it difficult to put too much weight on these scores.   
Katherine’s SST benchmark scores were also very similar over the two-year 
period.  The scores suggest that Katherine’s students, overall, met or exceeded state 
standards.  Over the two-year period, Katherine had a small shift for all categories; 
however, further investigation is needed to determine what happened within each 
category. The categories shifted from two to five students over the two-year period. It is 
imperative to look at the students individually—that is, to consider the students’ scale 
scores, prior achievement, special needs, and family support to name just a few 
considerations.  Likewise, it is also important to understand class composition and 
movement in and out of the classroom or school.  Katherine had the largest number of 
student who scored at approaches and falls far below standards.  However, it is important 
to consider the composition of the classroom when Katherine started working with the 
student.  It is likely that the prior achievement of Katherine’s students was very different 
than Bill’s when they began working with their classes in the 5th grade and that the 
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placement of students within classrooms was not random.  Likewise, there was also some 
movement between the two classrooms over the two years of the study that was 
deliberate and a principal would have to take these issues into account when they look at 
the array of data associated with the teacher evaluation process. 
Table 4.8 
 
Katherine’s Evaluation Scores, Peer Survey Scores, Parent Survey Scores, and SST 
Benchmark Scores for 2010-11 and 2011-12 
 
Score summary for language arts teacher Emma.  Table 4.9 includes Emma’s 
average score in the areas of instruction and environment, peer and parent survey results, 
and SST benchmark scores for 2010-11 and 2011-12.  The scores Emma received in the 
area of instruction and environment were very similar over the two-year period.  The 
scores suggest that Emma is a slightly above-average teacher.  Peer and parent survey 
scores suggest that Emma’s peers and parents believe Emma is an above-average teacher.  
The peer and parent survey scores were slightly higher than what Emma received on her 
evaluation scores.  However, the number of surveys completed was small, thus making it 
difficult to put too much weight on these scores.   
Like with the other two teachers, Emma’s SST benchmark scores were also very 
similar over the two-year period.  The scores suggest that Emma’s students, overall, met 
or exceeded state standards.  Over the two-year period, Emma had a small shift for all 
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categories; however, further investigation is needed to determine what happened within 
each category. The distribution of students in each category shifted anywhere from one to 
six students over the two year period. It is important to note that it is imperative to look at 
the students individually.  This includes assessing their scale scores rather than the 
benchmark, academic capabilities, special needs, and family support to name just a few 
considerations.  It is also imperative to look at the class makeup and movement in and out 
of the classroom or school. 
Table 4.9 
 
Emma’s Evaluation Scores, Peer Survey Scores, Parent Survey Scores, and SST 
Benchmark Scores for 2010-11 and 2011-12 
 
Summary and Interpretation 
In Chapter 2, the literature review covered research in the areas of instruction, 
environment, peer and parent surveys, and how these elements affect student 
achievement. The literature review suggested that in the area of instruction, “Teacher 
appraisal systems are an important link in the chain leading to desired student outcomes” 
(Ovando & Ramirez, 2007, p. 106).  In the area of Environment, Crosnoe et al. (2010) 
suggested that a teacher who provides encouragement, emotional support, and comfort to 
a student is likely to be better able to make that higher order approach work.  The 
literature review further suggested that peer and parent surveys could have an effect on 
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student achievement.  Bruce and Ross (2007) found that peers influenced teacher 
satisfaction with the outcomes of their instruction if they gave praise specifically linked 
to the quality of the teacher’s performance positively affecting student’s scores on high-
stakes assessments (Bruce & Ross, 2007, p. 148).  Lastly, Peterson, Wahlquist, Brown, 
and Mukhopadhyay (2003) considered parent surveys to be a state-of-the-art remedy for 
deficiencies in most current teacher evaluation practices (p. 319). 
The data in this chapter provide limited insight into the relationship between 
teacher evaluation scores and student achievement.  Each teacher in this research study 
had scores between 3 and 4 in instruction, environment, peer surveys, and parent surveys.  
These scores indicate that the teachers were considered above average from the 
evaluators, their peers, and the parents.  Keeping in mind that the peer surveys included 
other teachers on their teams, however, the teams were quite small and there were few 
surveys completed or collected.  I only had parent surveys for one of the two years and 
the numbers of parents responding were small as well.  Even though the teachers’ scores 
were relatively similar, the SST benchmark scores were not as similar.  In 2010-11, 44% 
of Bills students scored exceeds standards and 51% in 2011-12. Katherine had 28% of 
her students in 2010-11 score exceeds standards and 23% in 2011-12.  However, Emma 
had 10% of her students exceeding standards in 2010-11 and 26% in 2011-12.  Katherine 
also had the largest number of students who scored at the approaching standard in 
comparison to Bill and Emma.  Interestingly, Katherine also had twice as many students 
as Bill or Emma.  These data suggest that there is more going on here than a simple 
correlation between strong instruction, environment, or responses from peers or parents 
and strong SST benchmark scores. 
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As a practitioner, this data by itself does not tell me much.  Once this data is 
collected, it needs to be analyzed closely, but the knowledge of the students, teachers, and 
circumstances are imperative.  Research supports the idea that there are a number of 
elements that a comprehensive teacher evaluation program needs to embrace.  Ovando 
and Ramirez (2007) indicated:  
In schools that embrace leadership density, administration and staff promote: (a) 
the use of collaborative group engagement among the teachers, (b) seek high-
quality opportunities to improve student’s scores on high-stakes assessments, (c) 
have a definition and process for student achievement in place, (d) support 
positive organizational change, (e) create greater program coherence, (f) build 
strong professional relationships among teachers and teachers and administrators 
that strengthen leadership density, and finally (f) strengthen teacher’s individual 
and collective efficacy beliefs (p. 87).  
The data collected indicate that, according to these measures, the three teachers 
were above-average teachers.  The data further indicate that most of the three teachers’ 
students had strong scores on the SST, however this data does not allow me to address 
student growth.  The similarities in the teachers’ scores and the differences in student 
achievement across the classrooms suggests that it is necessary to consider beyond the 
indicators discussed here if we want to understand the relationship between teacher 
performance and student achievement.  The focus of my study was on teachers and how 
the comprehensive evaluation process related to instruction and ultimately student 
achievement.  Evaluations, survey results, and SST benchmark scores are elements of the 
process.  However, my literature review and the data within this chapter suggest that 
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other elements are needed to determine the effectiveness of teachers.  Additional insights 
on these factors can be gained from an examination of the qualitative data, which I turn to 
next. 
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Chapter 5 
Qualitative Data Analysis 
The purpose of this chapter is to share detailed profiles from each of the five 
interviewees and to analyze that data to address my second research question: How do 
teachers and administrators experience the comprehensive evaluation process and how do 
they use their experiences to inform instruction?  The chapter starts with profiles of each 
of the three teachers I introduced in previous chapters: Bill, a math teacher; Katherine, a 
math teacher; and Emma, a language arts teacher.  Additionally, there are profiles for the 
master teacher, Colette, and the principal, Linda.   
As discussed in Chapter 3, the qualitative data were primarily derived from in-
depth interviews.  Following the recommendations of Rossman and Rallis (2003) and 
Seidman (2006), I first reviewed and scanned the interview transcripts for recurring key 
words or codes.  As Rossman and Rallis (2003) stated, qualitative analysis strategies 
“require decision rules to help guide the assignment” to particular codes and categories 
(p. 273).  In the case of this study, I made the decision to use holistic strategies to 
“describe connections among the data in the actual context” of participants’ experiences 
(Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 274).  Rossman and Rallis (2003) described categories as a 
word or phrase describing some segment of data that is explicit (p. 282).  The main 
categories that emerged from the sorting, scanning, and coding process in this study 
include:  
• background experiences  
• instruction,  
• environment (classroom and school),  
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• assessment,  
• evaluation process,  
• peer and parent feedback,  
• family.   
I then crafted narrative profiles for each participant and the narratives were 
organized around these categories.  Instruction, assessment, environment, evaluation 
process, and peer and parent feedback align with my conceptual framework. However, 
the category of family, which aligns with environment was unexpected, and relates to the 
unique makeup of this particular school. It is important to point out as well that not all of 
these categories were relevant for all of the interviewees.  In Bill’s interview, for 
example, the categories of peer and parent feedback and family did not come up. 
As Rossman and Rallis (2003) stated, from this kind of holistic, contextualized 
analysis, “details coalesce; connections are made; you build a narrative” (p. 274).  I 
modeled my narratives after those discussed by Seidman (2006), and I selected passages 
from the interviews “marked as important and put[ting] them together as a single 
transcript” while being “faithful to the words of the participants” (p. 121).  As Seidman 
recommended, I have crafted the narratives in first person to reflect the participants’ own 
voice.  Seidman (2006) stated, “A profile in the words of the participant . . . allows us to 
present the participant in context, to clarify his or her intentions, and to convey a sense of 
process and time, all central components of qualitative analysis” (p. 119). 
The next step in the analysis was to further code the individual narrative profiles 
to derive recurring themes across the profiles of all participants. Rossman and Rallis 
(2003) stated that, “As the researcher interprets her analyses, she is putting together a 
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story” (p. 287).  I laid each narrative out side-by-side, and aligned each one of the 
categories.  For example, for each of the narratives, I set out the excerpts for background 
experiences and after further analysis came up with themes within each category that 
recurred across the narratives.  Rossman and Rallis (2003) described a theme as a phrase 
or sentence describing more subtle and tacit processes (p. 282).  They further suggested 
this strategy of identifying recurring ideas or language, patterns of beliefs, and actions as 
a deeper way to understand and interpret the data (p. 284).  The themes that presented 
themselves within each category included: 
• background experiences 
o instilled values for the importance of education 
o teaching as a second career  
• instruction  
o buy-in 
• environment (classroom or school),  
o relationships 
• assessment  
o standardized assessments 
o formative assessments 
• evaluation process  
o roles 
o processes 
• peer and parent feedback, 
o communication 
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o perspective 
• family   
o school family 
o immediate family 
  From the themes, I began to analyze the data.  For each interviewee, I went 
through each category and theme.  In the following sections, I first share where the 
category was derived from within my three-part interview.  From there, I pulled research 
data from my literature review that addressed the category and theme and aligned it with 
my conceptual framework.  I also identified quotations from the teachers themselves that 
addressed the theme.  From the focused themes, past research, and direct quotations from 
the teachers, I came up with my interpretation of the data.  As mentioned above, each of 
the following narratives are crafted in first person to reflect the participants’ own voice.  
Narrative for Math Teacher Bill 
Bill’s background experience. I was born in Elgin, Illinois, just outside of 
Chicago.  I’m 55 years old and come from a family of four.  Neither my mom nor my dad 
graduated from high school.  They got married when they were 17 or 18.  Dad got drafted 
into the Korean War and my sister was born during that time.  I came along about three 
and one-half years later and I grew up in a lower, middle-income neighborhood.  My dad 
passed on when I was a teenager. 
We didn’t have a lot of money, so I paid my own way through college.  I went to 
a community college and got my associate’s [degree] and it took me six years to do that 
because I was working full-time and went to school at night.  After I was done with that, 
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met my wife Dawn [pseudonym] and got married.  She had just finished college and 
suggested I complete my BA.  I got my undergraduate degree in religion and philosophy. 
Dawn wanted to travel, so when I finished college, we moved to Japan.  We 
went there for three years and taught English, allowing us to save a lot of money.  We left 
Japan in the late 80s and backpacked around the world for about half the year. 
We came home and tried to figure out what we wanted to do.  I got into business 
for about 10 years as an electrical representative.  However, I worked with kids a lot in 
my church and other types of community organizations.  I also worked with kids 
coaching baseball, so when I was about 40, I got my teaching degree. 
My first teaching job was in a suburban school outside New York City.  I did all 
my student teaching in inner city schools, which was interesting.  I actually wanted to 
teach in the city, but a suburban school offered me a job first and I took it. 
My wife and I adopted two boys who were eight and nine the same year I started 
teaching, so we had a huge learning curve.  We were living in New York and we had 
adopted these boys and we had them about three years when 9/11 happened.  By that 
time, all of Dawn’s immediate family and my immediate family had migrated here and 
we were coming down here for a visit.  We wanted the boys to have a family nearby, so I 
told Dawn I think we need to move here.  We came down here and I was hoping to 
interview.  Dawn had popped into the YMCA, and while she was there, she asked if they 
knew any schools in the area that were hiring.  They said there’s this charter school down 
the street that is hiring.  So I went to South East Valley (SEV) and went through three 
interviews, and about a week later, I was called and offered a job.  I never looked for a 
job beyond that.  So, it was a good fit. 
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My first three years of teaching had been in a typical school with a great group 
of people around me and I learned a lot.  But, you know you are in your room by 
yourself, and it’s not like team teaching, so I learned a lot the first three years at SEV.  I 
picked up a lot of stuff just because of the amount of communication and the amount of 
teaming that goes on.  There is a high level of accountability, which gets to be a real pain 
in the rear at times but on the other hand tends to move you towards being a better 
teacher. 
My first three years in New York I taught fourth grade.  When I came down here I 
taught third and fourth grade for five years and the last six years I have been in the fifth 
and sixth grades teaching math.  Teaching fourth, fifth, and sixth grades have been great.  
They [students] haven’t gotten into the middle school attitude.  They don’t think about 
being cool and they are very capable.  You can do a lot with them, and you don’t have to 
be planned out every 15 minutes of the day, so it’s a fun group. 
Bill’s instruction.  For so long, I have been involved with a lot of teachers who 
learned like me: putting new tools in your toolbox and thinking that is the job.  That is 
not the job. Can you open the toolbox and solve this problem and know which tool to 
pick?  So knowing all these different math skills, those are just tools that you have.  I 
have been doing more instructing like that: putting things out there for the kids to look at, 
problems to solve.  A lot of time they say, “I don’t get it, I don’t get it.”  I tell them yes, 
but you haven’t even opened your toolbox yet.  “Show me what tools you have taken 
out.”  We go through this.  “Well, do you know how to divide?  Is division something we 
can do here?”  It is like pulling teeth.  What they really want to do is practice something 
over and over.  I think that foremost in my mind, driven by SST benchmark scores and 
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state standards, we are definitely trying to change our approach to teaching to be more 
problem-solving oriented—the ability to transfer knowledge.  I would love to see more 
integration of thinking. 
 Bill’s classroom environment.  Sometimes as teachers, we tell students they are 
not good at something and we make them practice it.  However, no one likes to 
repeatedly do something they are not good at.  So, I think there are some psychological 
things here—even some basic human psychology—that education ignores because it is 
not convenient; it doesn’t fit into the system.  I do feel that these little things, these 
intangibles where we develop a relationship—one thing I have said for a long time since I 
started teaching is that everything happens inside a relationship.  You ask yourself what 
is your relationship with that student?  If a student is not doing well in your classroom, 
the first thing you should ask is: what is my relationship with that student?  If it is just 
that I come in and tell the student what to do, that may not be enough.  I think it all 
happens, especially with kids; they are highly motivated by their relationship. 
 Here’s the thing: you can have a lousy relationship with your boss for six months 
and have a 15-minute meeting with your boss and that could totally change—it’s 
possible.  That can happen in an adult relationship carrying around some really lousy 
feelings and attitudes, realistic or not.  But they can be cleared up, and when they are 
cleared up, a person can suddenly feel very differently about their job.  The same thing 
can happen with kids.  I think that part of education is more important than what we 
maybe spend time on. 
 Bill’s student assessment practices.  One of the goals I developed over the years 
is to really try to deal with students on a more individual basis if I could.  A whole bank 
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of grades doesn’t tell people much.  Teachers think that grades give a lot of information 
because teachers know a lot.  The problem is the grades you put in the grade book don’t 
really inform other people of much. It’s a little bit of my problem with data-driven 
education, because I think the most important data is the stuff that people need to talk 
about.  Individual learning plans [ILPs] are wonderful, we should have them, we have a 
lot of students, and we only do them as much as we can, but I think it is that kind of 
interaction that is way more important than a lot of things on paper. 
 So, in terms of assessment, I take notes. I have a spiral notebook that I use.  I take 
notes about different things I notice about students.  If I start to see a trend in regards to a 
particular student I jot a note down: “Talk to Ethan about the quality of his work.”  That’s 
the whole note that I will say, and then at some point fairly soon I will make a little bit of 
time to talk to Ethan.  It usually isn’t a long conversation.  “Look at this; I think you can 
do a better job. What is going on?”  Most of the time, I get a good response from that.  
Most of the time, for some reason kids value that I say you can do a better job. I think 
that’s the best, the most important assessment that really goes on that the teacher is in 
tune with the individuals that are in the classroom.   
 It all starts with observation.  I think the biggest assessment that really goes on is 
the teacher that is truly watching students.  We have a tracking system right now that is 
very paper-orientated.  There is nothing wrong with that, but we have to be careful 
because teachers have to have enough time on their hands and be free enough to have 
those relationships with their students and be able to observe.  What I think the biggest 
thing is, not does she or does she not know how to do long division—that’s important but 
that is not the issue.  What is the underlining issue?  Why is she in fifth grade and she still 
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can’t do long division?  I would like to see more consulting with other teachers who had 
her last year.  I would like to sit down in a more organized way with the teacher that had 
her last year.  “What did you see?”  Sometimes we almost always see some kind of 
progress taking place, but what’s bringing about that progress?  I think teaching and 
learning is living life.  I think that is the number one assessment. 
 The next most valuable assessment is probably watching how kids learn.  If you 
can figure out what works and what doesn’t work. The important thing is who needs five 
minutes with you to understand something better and feel more confident about 
something.  It’s not the numbers; it’s more the timing. So, if you can see how someone is 
learning and what they are doing in class, if you look at their avoidance behaviors, when 
are they avoiding and when do they embrace, when are they jumping in and when are 
they not jumping in, that should tell you something about where they are at. We like to do 
what we know and we feel uncomfortable and stupid when we don’t know something and 
we can start getting them over that hump. 
 I think that is the next assessment, and maybe that is a lot like the first one, but it 
is to really understand that child’s learning style if you can, and that’s ongoing.  None of 
us are even close to being experts at that.  We are all trying to get better at that.  Then, I 
think probably the lowest kind of assessment is a straight grade. I would love us to get 
away from that, I really would.  I keep on thinking we are afraid of getting rid of grades.  
I think when we start getting rid of grades, we are going to start concentrating on things 
that are more meaningful and we will find better motivation than just these symbols. 
 I do a lot of assessing when I walk around the room and observe how kids are 
doing things.  We are getting into the Common Core now [standards that clearly 
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communicate what is expected of students at each grade level; the Common Core State 
Standards focus on core conceptual understandings and procedures], and that is really 
opening the door to a lot of things I am talking about, because Common Core is built on 
more dialogue in the classroom, which I love because it demands more interaction and 
thinking.  I can see we are going to have a big problem trying to go down that Common 
Core path at the same time we are stuck in this old assessment style.  Assessments tend to 
drive teachers: how we assess and whatever anybody says is important ends up being 
what teachers focus on because they are told to, in a way. 
 Over the last three years, we have been tracking students that were at meets [i.e., 
meets expectations] and were ready to go over that line into exceeds [expectations] or 
kids that were close to the line.  I think we are in our second or third year where we are 
actually tracking those students, focus on them a little bit, and say, what’s the difference?  
What would get them to the next level?  We’ve spent a lot more time looking at the SST 
assessment.  This is a good change, no doubt about it, and I am still struggling to change 
my math instruction to line up with more Common Core and even before that the new 
SST that was really demanding much deeper understanding.  The big thing here is the 
ability to transfer your understanding and apply in a completely different situation.  You 
know this, but can you take this and apply it over there?  We have got to get away from 
just the skills thing and change our whole concept.  I think there needs to be an 
environment developed, I think we have one here for the most part that is positive and 
supportive.  Assessment is not something to be afraid of if you want to be a better 
teacher.  I think they do a good job here of developing that environment. 
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Bill’s experience with the comprehensive teacher evaluation process.  I 
honestly think there are good ideas in our comprehensive teacher evaluation program 
[TAP].  I think that the majority of the things, not just an individual concept, but if you 
practice a number of these things consistently, it will have an effect over time.  Being 
clear on your objective regularly because it’s not just about doing something, it’s about 
thought.  And so, I feel I have improved as a teacher with the program.   
 I am not a big comprehensive teacher evaluation program rubric fan, but I would 
say absolutely a teacher can go to the rubric, think about some of the things that are in 
there, and internaliz[e] it a little bit.  It is not so much about what that person [the 
evaluator] wants you to do, it’s about: would that work in your classroom and if you did 
that consistently would it help you think more clearly, communicate more clearly, would 
the kids understand more clearly, and would it pull them into the process better?  I think 
there is a lot of stuff there that would do that. 
 One of the things I think about within the rubric is that all the different elements 
are not of equal value.  There are things in there that are very hard to do and one of the 
criticisms I have and I have felt here in my experience is we have tended to look at things 
that were easier to assess when I am being assessed as a teacher.  Does it relate when you 
put a lesson together, does it relate to their prior knowledge?  Is it something that as kids 
they can relate to?  Is there any kind of integration of thinking whatsoever?  There are 
some deep concepts.  There are things that people in education have been striving for 
quite some time.  At least we have said these things are the right things to do. 
 However, there are other things that contribute to the lesson plan, prior 
knowledge, integration of thinking, etc., that I would like to see more of within the 
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classroom.  Instead of it [teacher evaluation] being this huge amount of information, I 
would love to see the many rubric indicators tied together better in terms of how one 
indicator relates to other indicators.  As a teacher, you have to have a larger goal that you 
are shooting for and then you have to realize that the smaller things you are doing 
contribute to that larger goal, allowing you to buy into the smaller things. 
 If someone is telling you, “you have to work on this,” you might walk away 
going, “Okay, I will do that if that is what you want me to do.”  But, if suddenly you can 
realize that what they are asking you to do actually contributes to something that you 
value, I believe teachers would have more buy-in, but I don’t feel it is presented that way 
necessarily.  I feel that a lot of times teachers get a run through: we are going to focus on 
this part of the comprehensive teacher evaluation rubric now.  I think there are a lot of 
good things on the comprehensive teacher evaluation rubric that has helped me to be a 
good teacher, specifically the assessment part, but I think that when I am being observed 
and someone comes in with a computer open and they are clicking, I have a little problem 
with that.  I like to be observed and I don’t mind people saying you need to think about 
this or that.  I had good feedback from my last observation, it was substantial, but there 
was other times I got something bad and I thought it wasn’t that valuable to me, but I can 
see what they were talking about.  I feel good about assessments; I think teachers need 
that; we all need to be assessed.  That is something we should embrace. 
 Here we have master teachers and a big part of the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program are master teachers, but are there really master teachers?  The people 
we have right now, I love them as people, and I think they are great as individuals; they 
love kids, and they love this school.  However, they are not master teachers; they are not 
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people who own this information and who can therefore do what I want to do for a kid 
and somehow translate and get you [the master teacher] to come into my world and love 
this as well.  Therefore, most of their instruction about comprehensive teacher evaluation   
ends up being very paper oriented—“Let’s look at this thing, let’s underline words, let’s 
do this, and let’s do that.”  Not the kind of master teacher activity that I was told I was 
going to get, but never got. 
 When you have an idea, you tell the master teacher and they gather information 
from you and they will come in and model for you.  There is a little bit of this and a little 
bit of that, but there’s kind of a top-down implementation of the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program.  I think it has to come from the bottom up. But, if you are in a school 
that has pretty good teachers, I don’t know, a comprehensive teacher evaluation program   
could start to constrict.  Because I think what this school needs is for the comprehensive 
teacher evaluation program to have more life in it.  I think that comes from master 
teachers. I guess my vision of master teacher is prejudicial, but someone who has been 
teaching for 30 years and really has been around the block and believes in the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program and knows what it really is. 
 The best example I can give to try to express what I am talking about is we have a 
character education here and we teach perseverance.  You can stand in front of a class 
and teach perseverance, you can talk about perseverance, you can define perseverance, 
you can make sure students can spell perseverance, you can make them use it in a 
sentence, but none of that means anything compared to the moment that they experience 
perseverance.  When kids have struggled for three days on a concept and then gets it, and 
when they get it you say, “By the way, that’s perseverance,” and now they know it.  
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That’s the way you teach character.  It’s good to talk about a concept, but you have to be 
teaching it all the time.  Right where you are at—on the playground and everywhere you 
go.  That’s how they really learn.  That’s what I think a true master teacher can do more 
of—something like that. 
 I think the biggest impacts in teacher evaluation are the ongoing conversation 
about better teaching.  It keeps the conversation going.  Nobody gets to sit around.  I 
think that’s a good thing about it.  You can disagree or agree but the conversation going 
is everybody is involved with a comprehensive teacher evaluation program and it 
becomes a culture after awhile.  It’s not a culture a lot of teachers like off the bat; you 
have to get use to that.  I think that is the number one thing.  I would never say get rid of 
a comprehensive teacher evaluation program.  I would say keep thinking how it should 
evolve, how could it be shared, what’s the best process?   
 I think every school should have a comprehensive teacher evaluation program.  
Even schools that are structured different need it more so. The question is: what are you 
ready for?  What do you need?  How do you refine your craft?  But the effect on a school 
is that it keeps teachers involved with the learning environment and what’s more, you 
can’t do anything better than having teachers being learners.  They are going to be better 
teachers if they are learning themselves. 
 Postconference [a meeting between the teacher and evaluator after an observation 
to discuss the results of the evaluation] is one thing, but I think the worst thing that can 
happen to someone is that the things that make a difference are the small things you do 
every day differently than what you did before.  Now they start to gain some steam. I 
think good master teachers and teachers who are willing to improve, they will identify 
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things they can work on over time.  We have a goal system here, but at the same time, I 
think there has to be more individual conversations with master teachers.  I think there 
needs to be that kind of heart-to-heart [pause] talking heart-to-heart, more of the heart-to-
heart, not the piece of paper and your goal here.  You have to really be careful for it not 
to be a paper trail of a goal.  Write down three things you did in the last week to meet 
your goal.  But I think when it gets internalized, its something that master teachers and 
that teachers are working on, and there is an understanding and a thing they are working 
on: it’s very powerful.  For teachers, it has to get off the paper.  Anything that does get 
off the paper and in their mind and heart: that’s real.  We could do a better job there.  
 The nature of education is you are always fighting the battle between all the busy 
work that is involved and always carving out time.  What do teachers have a battle with, 
carving out time to create better lessons, that’s the key?  There are a thousand other 
things to do.  So, master teachers I imagine, are up against that, too.  I think a short 
meeting that is consistent—meetings over time that stay focused on a certain thing and a 
little bit of collaborative teaching and stuff like that—can really set it for people. 
Narrative for Math Teacher Katherine 
Katherine’s background experience.  I was born in Boston, Massachusetts, and 
I am the second of five kids; I have one older sister and three younger brothers.  My 
father was in the hotel industry, and he was often transferred, so we moved around many 
times. It really wasn’t until junior high that we settled down, but I had a great family.  My 
mom and dad are still married today and the five of us [siblings] remain really close.  
My mom was a stay-at-home mom when I was growing up, raising the five kids.  
She was the soccer coach and our ski coach. I ended up going to college in New 
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Hampshire. I majored in business and I graduated in 1995 with a business major, and due 
to the influence of my father, I got into the hotel industry.  I was very successful, moving 
up very quickly, and I worked at some of the top hotels in the country.  It was fantastic, 
but I was in my 20s and single and I was working 50, 70, 80 hours a week, working 
weekends and holidays.  It was very rewarding and challenging to me. 
I met my husband in the hotel business.  We got married and had our first child.  
While on maternity leave, I was watching TV and my thought was, “How am I supposed 
to go back to work—she [my daughter] is so cute—and work 60, 70, 80 hours a week and 
holidays?”  An advertisement came on the TV for an online college program.  My 
thought was, well gosh, I already have my degree in business, what if I went back to 
school to become a teacher?  That is what I did.  I thought getting my master’s online 
would be beneficial to me, even though it was a little bit more expensive.  However, if I 
went to a college, then I would have to pay for the daycare.  So I ended up being a stay-
at-home mom for two years while I was getting my master’s online. 
When I saw this ad on TV, we were living in Washington State.  We lived in a 
great area in Washington, but frankly it was small.  I was doing my research for my 
homework, and I knew there wouldn’t be a lot of job opportunities for me once I got 
through the year-and-a-half program.  We had lived here a few years earlier because I 
was transferred to a hotel down here.  I knew the job market here was better, more 
opportunities, and at that time we had some family down here so we did move, crossing 
our fingers that I would get a job.   
We moved and my husband got a great job, and I stayed home for those two 
years, and it was great because my daughter was just born and my other one was just two.  
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It was nice to stay home with them.  It was very easy for me to manage the work that I 
had in regards to getting my master’s.  I knew when I first wanted to go back and get my 
teaching degree I would teach math.  In high school, in college, math always clicked for 
me.  I always was very strong in it, and it was something I liked to do.   
I did my student teaching, and it was a great experience.  You can read a book 
about teaching, but it’s not until you are actually doing it [that you really understand it].  I 
finished up in the spring of 2005.  Of course, you always want to work at the school that 
you did your student teaching at, but they didn’t have anything available.  So, I started 
applying.  It was the springtime when I finished my student teaching, so that is when 
schools are getting ready to hire for the next school year.  I was looking, and one day I 
was looking at the paper and there was a job opening here at SEV.  I came down here; the 
position that was available was a seventh and eighth grade math position.  She [the 
principal at that time] called me back, but she did say that they had filled the seventh and 
eighth grade math position internally, and asked if I would be interested to come in for 
the fifth and sixth grade math position that was open.  I said absolutely. 
She asked me if I could come the next day.  I said I can, but I need to confirm that 
I can have a friend watch my two daughters.  She said, “Bring your girls in during the 
interview.”  Right away, you knew that the school could support you as a mom and as a 
family.  There I was, interviewing with the principal and my girls were on the floor 
playing.  We got through that interview and she [the principal] walked me around, and 
she called me up that evening and offered me the position, and it was one of those things 
that I got a job offer: “Sure, I am going to take it.”  This school was even much more 
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appealing because they had the staff daycare so I could bring the girls, who were two and 
three at the time, to work with me every day.  And since then, I have had my third child.  
I really do appreciate my experience in the hotel industry, because I know the 
importance of professionalism and customer service, budgets, management, and 
managing people.  I am surprised of the benefits it has for me as a teacher and as a 
mentor teacher.  How useful it is, because when you go into the process of becoming a 
teacher, it’s all about the content and how to teach, but there are a lot of professional 
aspects that require you to be a good professional that isn’t taught, and I see that—  
whether I am sitting around and reading or trying to communicate to someone else, so I 
certainly appreciate and value that business background. 
Katherine’s instruction.  I am very driven by our comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program, the evaluation, and the rubric that we use.  I was a new teacher, I 
didn’t have any experience except for my student teaching, and I always like to do my 
best.  I like someone to tell me what that looks like.  Here is a rubric. You can’t be 
robotic, but have to clearly define expectations, especially for a new teacher.  It’s little 
things like waiting five seconds after a question.  I didn’t know any of that; it didn’t 
define the art of what I was teaching, but it defined the other aspects of it.  I needed that, 
and I knew some people that would walk into the classroom and do anything and 
everything their own way, but I wanted and needed that help.  I appreciate it, and I am 
also realistic about it, too.  I know I can’t do everything every single day all day long; 
there is give and take. 
There are some things I do better then others.  There are things that I forget.  On 
my overhead, I have a little sticky note.  It says “think time” to remind me to give the 
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kids time to think about a question before jumping into it.  The sticky note also talks 
about reflection time.  It reminds me to model my expectations and not just telling them 
[students] what I want.  There is a lot to do.  Some things you do instinctually, but there 
definitely are things that we need to be reminded. I think the evaluation provides you 
with good direction in your classroom.  Sometimes, it is just one or two items.   
If someone is evaluating you, and they give you 10 or 11 things to work on, it’s 
not fair, it’s not going to work, it’s not manageable.  But, if you can identify two quality 
items to really focus on, you are really going to get the biggest bang for your buck.  
Whether it’s classroom management for one teacher, time management for another 
teacher, and just kind of staying on that path and then learning more about it. 
Katherine’s classroom environment.  I do believe that the environment of any 
classroom or school can have an impact on student achievement. A positive, friendly, 
safe, supportive classroom, [how I strive for mine] encourages students to take risks, ask 
questions, and explore their thoughts deeper. A good classroom should be encouraging 
and let kids know that it is okay to make mistakes as long as they learn from them. 
Classrooms should be welcoming to all and be friendly and respectful.  If a classroom 
and school are able to maintain a good environment, it will only support and promote the 
learning of the kids. 
Katherine’s student assessment practices.  I have learned so much about 
assessment.  I keep learning how to do assessments better and more effectively all the 
time.  Even though it might be very expanded, keep the main focus simple; I think that is 
going to be most beneficial.  It’s very funny, because I would love it if someone sat in my 
room every day and gave me feedback, but for some people it is frightening. 
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Assessments certainly have changed a lot since I started seven or eight years ago.  
I used to do the chapter test that the book gave me, then I learned that assessments didn’t 
always mean using a pencil to answer some questions on the test.  I also find it’s different 
from my fifth grade class compared to my algebra class.  My algebra class is a high 
school class, so I teach it like a high school class.  A lot of times, it is the test with the 
paper and the pencil.  With the fifth graders, I am looking at what they are saying, their 
explanations, and listening to the questions that they ask.  For example, for my fifth grade 
class, when you were comparing decimals, eight years ago I probably gave them a test to 
compare three-tenths and seven-tenths and they would put the greater then or less then 
symbol.  This year, I have them compare three-tenths and seven-tenths and put greater 
then or less then symbol in there, but I made them prove it in three different ways.  They 
needed to show me their thinking and show it on a number line.  They needed to explain 
it using a place value chart and explain it using a 100-grid chart.  It was obviously giving 
me more information about if they really understood what these numbers represented and 
their value.  That is what I am trying to do more of.  I am doing a lot more; I ask them to 
explain their answer, or I give them a problem that is wrong and they need to tell me why 
it’s wrong. 
I don’t think the evaluation portion of the program is what ultimately helped me 
to change what I was doing.  I think it is the professional growth, because quite frankly, 
the teacher evaluation really hasn’t changed much, but I think it is the professional 
growth that has changed, and so it’s the emphasis on what assessments look like and the 
student’s justifying their answers.  It even says in our evaluations [in the rubric] the 
students need to justify their work.  We didn’t understand it eight years ago; we didn’t 
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talk about it enough.  I didn’t appreciate it, whatever it was.  In our weekly meetings we 
share what worked and what didn’t work. 
We do not complete specific assessments at this age in regards to their grade level 
for math.  It is usually just given; these kids completed and passed fourth grade math, so 
you are going to have them in fifth grade math.  There is still some juggling.  I ended up 
with two fifth grade math classes and after some time, I noticed, even though they were 
both fifth grade math classes, some of the students were working at a more efficient, 
effective, and faster pace, and they were getting it.  The other groups were definitely 
working a lot slower.  I am supposed to start division, but the kids don’t know their 
multiplication, and so I did move some classes around—some students around—so I 
could work at a quicker pace, and this class really needed to buckle down and do 
hardcore multiplication boot camp.  It should have been mastered last year, but kids 
struggle.  There is movement based on that.  Sometimes, too, we do have some 
aggressive families, and maybe their kids went to a math camp over the summer, so we 
do placement testing to be sure if we need to move someone up.  There have been times 
when we had to move someone down. 
Katherine’s experience with the comprehensive teacher evaluation process.  
It took me a long time to really learn our comprehensive teacher evaluation program and 
all of its elements.  I don’t know if it was how it was taught to me or just how 
comprehensive it is.  In my place, I am still learning it, so I don’t know if that means 
there is too much in it or I don’t know if that means we just need to do a better job diving 
into it.  I think really educating the new teachers is hard.  My first year, I was learning so 
much, and now you are going to give me a whole other thing to learn?  That’s a lot, it 
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really is.  I say I had it easy.  If I worked at another school or district for a few years 
before it, I always say coming to SEV to work must be hard.  This is all I have ever 
known.  We do have high expectations and rigor, and I appreciate that, but I can’t 
imagine how hard it is for some who have worked in another school or district.  If you 
think about it, a lot of it is common sense. 
I think one thing that is really hard to understand is that they [teachers] think they 
should be getting a 5 on everything.  The understanding that 3 is proficient, and it’s 
difficult for them to appreciate and understand that they got a 3 and it is good.  However, 
the teachers need to know what the numbers mean and what the numbers look like.  If 
you give me a rubric where 5 is the best score possible, then that is what I want to 
achieve.  It took me time to learn and see what that looks like.  I was fortunate that, being 
a mentor teacher, I’m in extra training.  I am fortunate that I have been to conferences for 
added training.  I can get additional training in education for myself, so I can really see 
the big picture. 
When I first started here, people were always given that heads-up when someone 
was going to come into the classroom, and so you knew the day before your 
observation—you were getting all the material, all the cool things, to make sure when 
they came in there was a fancy lesson with manipulatives, the colors, the bells and 
whistles.  Then I realized that I am who I am in the classroom.  Over the last few years, 
we have changed that, and now they are unannounced, and it definitely gives a more 
accurate picture of where the teacher is.  
I think I am fortunate that I have been here for several years.  I do feel very well 
respected by other teachers, and not just my teammates, because I evaluate other math 
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teachers throughout K-6 [kindergarten through sixth grade].  I think they respect me for 
who I am as a math teacher.  I think I am lucky. They welcome my feedback; I am a 
relatively nice person, so even if something wasn’t so great, I am not intimidating.  I have 
been doing evaluations for 20 years. 
Katherine’s experience with peer and parent feedback.  I truly value the peer 
surveys, because they see me every day.  I believe that they are honest.  I would hope that 
if they had negative feedback, I would have heard that before they are filling in a survey.  
I am very fortunate that my time here I have gotten along well with everyone.  My team 
respects me and visa versa.  I do respect and appreciate the feedback from those surveys.  
The school does a great job sending out the parent surveys.  I am a parent here, 
too, so I see what the parents get.  But from my experiences, we get very little feedback.  
I have four classes, so I have 120 some odd students, and I receive proportionality very 
little responses.  For those that I do get back, I listen to them, but I don’t know if I want 
to say that I take it with a grain of salt, but I don’t think they know me well enough.  
They are not in my classroom, and being a mom, I know what my kids say sometimes at 
the kitchen table. 
My thought is if a group of parents have a major concern, our principal would pull 
me into her office and have a conversation with me.  Are you going to have a few parents 
every year out of 120 students that don’t like your teaching style or things like you are 
unfair?  For example, I ask my daughter, “tell me what you think about your math class,” 
and she responds, “I don’t like her because she calls on me when I am not raising my 
hand.”  As a teacher, I know that is what a teacher is supposed to do!  They need to make 
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sure you are paying attention.  I know that, but what if there is some mom doesn’t know 
that?  She may wonder, is she picking on my kid?  
Katherine’s family experience.  Since I started here at SEV, I have had our third 
child. He was born three years ago.  The way it works out is that one of my daughters is 
actually in my math class.  She is the oldest one; she is in sixth grade and at the seventh 
grade level.  I am the only one that teaches that level.  Really, they don’t want parents to 
teach their own children, but there was no other class for her to go, but it is going great.  
She calls me Mrs. so and so; I check her homework just like I check my fourth graders’ 
homework every night. 
Narrative for Language Arts Teacher Emma 
Emma’s background experience.  I was born and grew up in Michigan.  I think 
that when we were younger, my dad had gone to college, but my mom did not. My mom 
graduated from high school, got married, and she was home with us for most of the time.  
I think my mom went to work when I was 14.  She was there for all of our formative 
years. 
I’m not sure if my dad and mom ever said it, but I felt it was just assumed we 
were going to college.  It wasn’t about, “Are you going to college?” but “Where do you 
want to go?”  I don’t know if they ever said that or if it was just understood that 
education was important.  It’s just the way it was.  My sister went to college, but stayed 
at home.  When it was time for me to go, my dad said, “You don’t have to go to Williams 
State.”  So, I went to Michigan State, and so my sister joined me there, too.  We were 
lucky that we were able to do that, and we understand that. 
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When I was in high school, I thought I wanted to be an accountant.  I quickly 
decided that wasn’t really the thing.  Of course, like college girls, I was interested in 
fashion and management, and they had a merchandise management program, so I thought 
that’s a great fit.  I did that, graduated, and went on to a long career.  I worked at the Gap 
for 14 years, and then I worked at Pottery Barn for Kids for five years.  I was in retail for 
a long time. I did it well, and I got paid well. 
I moved here when I was 31.  My sister and her family had moved out here. Both 
of my parents had passed as well as my younger brother, and I needed to be where my 
sister was.  I came out here, and at that point my sister was a stay-at-home mom.  A 
couple of years later, her children began to attend SEV and my sister started a position at 
the school as a teacher’s assistant [TA].  She always wanted to be a teacher, and when 
she was in college, she was convinced there wasn’t going to be any teacher jobs.  Once 
she was working here, there was a cohort group that some of the TAs were involved in—
a post-bac [post-baccalaureate] teaching program.  The reason I say that is because that is 
what eventually led me to that, too. 
I was working in retail and had worked in retail since I graduated from college in 
different positions.  I worked as the store manager and traveled a lot and trained store 
managers in others states.  I enjoyed that part of my job.  Over time, I felt as though that 
job was very stressful for me.  There was a lot of stress, and I couldn’t really decide how 
the job was important enough to cause that much stress.  I left and went to a different 
company thinking some of my issues were going to be better at the new company.  The 
problem, of course, was I did that job pretty well; it’s difficult to say, well let me go do 
something else, when I am already in my 30s.  I eventually moved to California with the 
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company that I was working for, but I didn’t particularly care for my job and I didn’t live 
where my family was. 
I was in sunny California, but it was not the right thing.  I called my sister and 
said, “I need to leave this job. Can I come stay with you until I decide?”  She said yes and 
I said, “Okay, I’m going to give notice tomorrow.” She was coming to California about a 
week later to visit her in-laws, and I called the next day and said, “I gave my notice and 
when you come to visit your in-laws, let’s get a U-Haul and I’m coming back with you.” 
I came back here, and frankly I didn’t know what I wanted to do, so that holiday season I 
didn’t work.  I took care of all her [sister’s] business, did all her Christmas shopping, 
wrapped all her presents. I went to the grocery store, and I went to SEV and spent time in 
her class.  I was at SEV and I thought, I think this is the thing I am supposed to be doing, 
and I knew that my sister was happy being a teacher. 
My time in the classroom, I came to the conclusion it was what I was supposed to 
be doing and what I was supposed to have been doing the whole time.  I did a little 
research and knew the program that my sister had gone through was not a program that 
was available. So, I did a little bit of research and found a program that allowed me to get 
a post-bac and with a little bit more a master’s degree.  My intent was that I needed to 
have the post-bac, because I’m supposed to be teaching. 
My sister had student-taught with a fifth and sixth grade teacher at SEV, so when 
it came time to pick where was I going to student teach, I knew and loved the teacher, so 
I wanted to student teach with her also, and so I did.  Before I started student teaching, I 
thought I wanted to teach the younger grades, but the teacher I was doing my student 
teaching with was a teacher in fifth and sixth grade, but I felt it was better to be with a 
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teacher that I think is a really good teacher.  So, I started my student teaching, and I think 
we were maybe 11 or 12 weeks in, and the teacher I was working with had the 
opportunity to step out of the classroom and take on the counselor’s role. 
When all was said and done, I think I was done with 12 weeks of the 16 and I 
took over.  The teacher would come in occasionally, but she didn’t sit there.  I fully 
appreciate that I was in the right place.  I must have been doing it right.  I credit the 
teacher, as she was a wonderful person to teach with. I totally appreciate how everything 
fell into place for me.  But maybe it reinforces that it was the right thing—something I 
was suppose to be doing.  So, I never taught anywhere other then SEV, so I don’t have 
anything to compare it to.  I don’t see a time when I would leave, because I think this 
place and the way we teach is the fit for me. 
Emma’s instruction.  Our comprehensive teacher evaluation program definitely 
affects me, because I want to do the best job that I can, so I do listen, and in fact the 
master teacher and I laugh about it, but I ask, “If I get a 3, what did I need to do to get a 
4?  What did you not see me do?”  Because, of course, we all think we all do it well every 
day.  I understand a 3 does mean that you are doing it well, but I want to know what 
things I should have done.  What would have made it better?  Our master teacher has 
always been really great at giving me that information—putting it in the evidence box—a 
4 would have looked like this, a 5 would have looked like this.  For instance, my last one 
I had at the end of the year from the principal. It was about writing objectives—writing 
an objective that really honed in on what you were really asking the kids to do.  So, I’m 
still working on that; I am not afraid to admit it.  You know, I start with the verbiage 
from the standard even if that is not exactly what I am asking them to do yet, and even if 
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this other thing leads up to that, so what part of it is more important?  But it is something 
that I am cognizant of every day.  What is the best way to write the objective that is going 
to be the most clear to anybody that walks in? What are they doing in this classroom 
now?  That is probably true of most teachers here at SEV, because they really do feel like 
much is asked.  I think that when you work at SEV, it is a choice to work at SEV, and I 
think that has been evident in people that have left.  We all as a whole are trying to do the 
best that we can.  Most are open—the evaluations that I have done, the feedback I have 
given, has been positive and well received. 
For me, because of my personality, I like to understand exactly what is expected, 
and our comprehensive teacher evaluation program is very clear about what I am 
expected to do in the classroom.  For me, the fact that the more and more connected I 
become, the interconnectedness of the different elements of the program, what does it 
feel like?  I have to do 85 things during this lesson?  What is that?  I think it has made me 
better in my job.  I have gotten consistent feedback about what things I can affect and 
how I can be a better teacher to help support the kids.  That has been consistent since I 
started here, although the comprehensive teacher evaluation program has looked a little 
differently across the time, too. I believe that the comprehensive teacher evaluation 
program helps us to be better teachers, so it has to affect what students are doing in class.  
I think that when you look at how SEV has done historically in terms of how we have 
been graded by the state, I’m thinking it works. 
Emma’s classroom environment.  I think there is a sense of community, and I 
mean the community within the fifth and sixth grade language arts team, and the fifth and 
sixth grade team, and the elementary team, the school community, but also the 
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community at large.  We have a good community with parents and with families.  There 
are a lot of families that the whole family is here or the kids went from kindergarten 
through 12th grade.  There is a sense that we are all in this together. 
I enjoy hands-on learning that we have for the kids.  The kids aren’t sitting in 
rows looking at the white board and I’m just up there talking at them.  Again, we ask a lot 
of those students, but we get a lot back.  When we go on field trips and we see kids from 
other schools, sometimes we want to get bogged down with somebody did this, or 
somebody did that, and they misbehaved, but when we compare what our misbehaviors 
are and other misbehaviors are, ours are pretty small. So, I think it’s the community and 
the hands-on learning, and I appreciate the way we teach. 
Emma’s student assessment practices.  An example of an assessment we are 
doing is literature circles, and we typically do those every quarter.  The students have a 
literature role that they fill out when they are reading.  We actually redid all the roles this 
quarter because we started the year with Common Core, and we needed something that 
was the same, so we weren’t trying to manage new everything at one time.  We decided 
for first quarter, literature was going to be the same.  As the four of us [teachers] were all 
taking notes about where the holes were, [we were asking] what are we not hitting with 
this form that we are using according to Common Core?  What changes need to happen in 
order to continue to use the role sheet as an accountability piece for the student and to 
help them with their discussions, but make it so it fits into Common Core the way we 
need it to.  So, at the beginning of the quarter, we redid the sheets so they are more 
rigorous and better matched with the standards.  For literature, there are two pieces that 
we use: the literature role and their discussions.  The discussions are very student 
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directed, we [teachers] are walking around from group to group and sitting in and 
listening to what they are saying, so a secondary way is the listening.  Are they able to 
manage those discussions on their own, and what kind of evidence are they using from 
the text?  We are listening to the kids, also the prompting of what is your evidence? 
We don’t usually give the kids a test at the end of the book that looks like 
questions with multiple-choice answers.  It would look more like a writing prompt where 
they are going to compare a character from this book from a character from another book.  
At the end of this past quarter, a couple of the kids said, “Why aren’t we taking a test?”  I 
told them, “You just did.  What was I trying to assess when I asked you to compare those 
two characters?”  It’s kind of a mindset for the kids, too, and what they are used to as far 
as an assessment.  It is a better way for assessment when they have to support it [their 
responses] with evidence from the text; they can’t fake their understanding.   
When the leadership team sat down at the beginning of the year, we pulled our 
SST [students’ standardized test]	  apart and looked at it.  What we tried to do is look at 
students we could best affect.  We looked at students that either fell far below or 
approached [the standard].  We don’t have very many in those categories.  The next 
place we looked was at the growth percentile and the people who were right on the edge.  
So, if they just took on a couple more points, we would have bumped them.  So we 
weren’t just targeting students that didn’t do so well, but students across a spectrum that 
we could affect.  So, we pull evidence from the student’s work each week and talk about 
it in leadership and have done that every week for this whole year.  
Our cluster [team meeting] is a little bit behind, so other teachers are pulling 
evidence as well, but we had to decide what we wanted it to look like first within our 
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leadership meetings.  We identified students that we all wanted to pull. Typically, what 
happens is I look at those students and that’s what I bring to leadership, and when I go 
back and look at everybody else’s that I am comparing, it’s pretty similar in the results 
that I get, so it justifies to me we are doing all the right things, and we think if we can 
affect those kids, everyone else is affected too. 
Emma’s experience with the comprehensive teacher evaluation process.  I 
learn from all the teachers that I evaluate all the time.  I don’t necessary evaluate the 
people on my team, so I evaluate across all grade levels.  Last term, I went into a first and 
second grade classroom and they were doing centers.  Before I went in, I thought, okay, 
these kids are six, how do they manage?  I went in there, and the teacher gave pretty 
minimal instruction, so obviously it was routine.  The students were all sitting at their 
center tables and were independently working on their activities that all had 
manipulatives.  She was meeting with a literature group, and the kids with very few 
exceptions were on task and doing what they were supposed to be doing.  But it is nice to 
see and helpful to see what things she had in place that worked for her. 
I observed in band last year, and I thought, I have to observe in band? I don’t 
know anything about that, but it came down to classroom management and how to best 
support that teacher and her struggles.  When the kids have instruments, how does the 
teacher find the middle so kids aren’t just going to sit there and be silent? But, they can’t 
be blowing their horn while she is trying to teach them something either.  It has been 
wonderful to—I think it helps both people. 
When I first started, we had announced evaluations. I think announced 
evaluations were much more stressful.  Now I feel like I do what I do, and if one of them 
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shows up with their computer in their hand to script me, alright, well, I am just doing 
what I am doing, so come on in.  I think that having them be unannounced, it makes all of 
us be a better teacher every day.  It’s not just on Tuesday I know someone is going to 
come, so let me do these things.  For new teachers, the first evaluation is announced, but 
for everybody else none of them are announced, but by and large—and the teachers that I 
have talked to all have the same opinion about the unannounced being more preferable.   
Emma’s experience with peer and parent feedback.  I think sometimes the 
peer evaluations are trickier, because I think that sometimes people feel like they have to 
say something that is not positive about someone who they work with everyday, and 
maybe they like that person.  But maybe this is about a specific question about 
approachability, and that doesn’t feel so good.  But I also think we are all adults, and we 
should be able to give feedback.  But, again, if that’s the first time you are hearing about 
it, then it didn’t get handled the right way to begin with, because it’s really not fair for the 
survey to be the first place for you to hear about it.  That didn’t give anybody an 
opportunity to change that situation or that perception. 
I think that the parent surveys are wonderful.  I think we have a lot of parent 
interaction, and, again, I don’t have anything to compare it to, but it feels like there is a 
lot of parent communication and interaction here at SEV.  So, really, you shouldn’t see 
anything on that survey that you weren’t already aware of. Whether that is something that 
was positive or negative, you should already know. 
Emma’s family experience.  My sister and I both work here, and actually she 
teachers in the third and fourth grade.  All three of her kids went here, and it’s been a 
long time, a long history of SEV for us.  She came to SEV because of her oldest child. 
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They were in another school district, the gifted program was not very developed, and he 
really struggled.  He came to SEV because of what SEV could offer.  He was much more 
successful in this school being able to be ability-grouped, working at his own pace.  This 
was a much better place for him.  Her two daughters went all the way through SEV as 
well. 
Narrative for Master Teacher Colette 
Colette’s background experience.  I am from Nebraska from a town of about 
3,000 people.  My mom and dad are still there.  My parents don’t have a formal education 
after high school.  My mom worked at the hospital for a long time, then worked in an 
office, and she most recently has done daycare in her home.  My dad was a plumber for 
many years.  He had his own plumbing business, but it was hard in a small town.  What I 
really remember him doing is managing golf courses, but now he is on the slower end of 
things, not the manager but just an employee. 
I was the first one in my family to go to college and first one to graduate from 
college.  I have a younger brother, and he got his associate degree, and now he is working 
on his bachelor’s.  He has a very good job and this has helped him to do that.  We have 
the same mom and dad, but I have a brother and sister from my dad’s first marriage.  
They are here, and I see them occasionally; however, my little brother is back home.  We 
go home every summer and every other Christmas to see them.  
It was a big deal that I was the first person in my family to graduate from college.  
There was just no question I was going to go to college, not knowing exactly what I 
really wanted to do.  My mom did daycare forever, so it was just natural: I wanted to be 
with kids kind of thing.  I went to the college that was closest to my hometown, and no 
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one else from my class went there.  In order to go to school, we applied for everything, 
because my parents had no money.  I got a couple of grants, took out student loans, and 
worked, saving as much money as I could.  I went to school and I got my elementary 
education degree.  I will pay school loans until I die, but that was the only way.  I 
wouldn’t be where I am if I hadn’t done that. 
I had a great student teaching opportunity in the town where I was going to 
school.  She [Colette’s mentor teacher] was wonderful, very SEV-like, and now this is 
where I am—which is crazy that happened, because obviously SEV is very different from 
where I grew up.  I had a sister and a brother who were out here and they said, “We can 
find you a job, you are not going to find one there.”  It was really hard to leave my mom 
and dad and grandma and grandpa and everybody.  But, I knew if I wanted to be a teacher 
it wasn’t going to happen there.  So, I came out here, and a lady in my sister’s 
neighborhood told my sister, ”You should have her go apply at SEV.”  
It was August 7th and SEV starts early, so they were already in school, but I went 
and applied, and they called me the next day and asked if I would come in for an 
interview, and I thought, sure.  I went through the whole interview process.  I think about 
it now, and all the people that were at the table, and I don’t know how I made it through 
that.  I started the next day as a long-term sub [substitute teacher], and I have been here 
ever since.  Someone was watching out for me. 
I have been the master teacher for approximately six years and have worked here 
for 15 to 16 years all together.  I started off being a classroom teacher, then a mentor 
teacher, and now the master teacher.  I just think it is a beautiful place to be—to do what 
you want to do where you are comfortable. 
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Colette’s instruction.  This week, I went into all the first and second grade math 
classes and did a lesson with a math toolkit.  I have been in all of the classes at least three 
times so far this year.  Last year, I don’t think I ever went in.  It just has evolved, I want 
to say—putting myself out there.  I want them to give me feedback, too.  I want to go in 
and try something, but I also want them to see here’s how Common Core can work.  
Here's how you can help your kids be successful, help you be successful, bring out the 
teacher that you want to be.  Struggling through writing that objective or whatever but 
knowing here is why we are here. 
For math, I have been doing different math routines with math fluency pieces so 
they need to keep doing that.  I might be in there and be the fun person to introduce it, but 
you have to keep continuing that, or your kids are going to think I was the fun person 
who came in.  It’s been really good in getting to know the kids better.  When teachers say 
such and such is really struggling, when I was in there I really noticed they weren’t able 
to do this.  They do care what I am doing and they do know that it is hard.  At the end of 
the day, when the kids are smiling, you know it is a good thing.  It is a hard job and it 
takes a lot.  It takes a lot to work anywhere, but I always say it takes a lot to work at SEV, 
because you have to be on your game all the time—you just do, you have to be on.  
I rotate my cycle, through; I did all of third and fourth grade two weeks ago, then 
I did fifth and sixth grade, and this week was first and second grade and then 
kindergarten.  I will also go in and talk with the mentor teachers.  They are usually a step 
or two ahead of their team.  So, I usually go to their room first, “Let me come try this and 
see how it goes,” tweak it, and then take it to the other classrooms. 
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There are a lot of people who can say all the right things, but it is when they have 
to do them.  There are times that I think they think they really are doing them.  But when 
you say, “Can you show me that?” or “Let’s look at your script,” or “Let’s talk about 
your lesson, let’s look at your student work,” and it’s not there consistently, then 
something has got to change.  It is work; you have to work hard to get something.  You 
are going to feel that reward eventually, but you might not know it right in that moment.  
I think that is the biggest thing: being accountable. You had the support, the conversation, 
whatever the situation, and you have to do it or not.  I can’t make that choice for them.  
It’s just like I tell the kids: I can’t make that choice for you, and you have to do what’s 
right for you.  I think people have a hard time with accountability and facing situations 
that are hard.  It’s not easy, and it’s not easy for me to come to you and say, “You aren’t 
doing this,” or, “Your students are struggling,” but I have to see something.  I want to see 
something; the kids are the most important.  That is the most important piece. 
Colette’s classroom environment.  All of our teachers are all about the many 
great things out there, but there are so many things you don’t want to get sucked into.  
This is really nothing, this is really a great book, but it doesn’t tell me anything.  The 
principal has been really good about, “Let’s look at this resource before we buy anything.  
We have all this and we have freedom, so let’s put it to good use and create what is going 
to work for us and our kids.  Don’t reinvent the wheel; spend your time on what you need 
to spend your time on, but when you find something good, then share it.”  It’s hard, but 
you know, all of our teachers are so wonderful, and we work on those teams.  It’s really 
about developing the trust within the team.  It’s not, “I am going to go in my room and 
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shut my door.” It’s, “What are you doing?  Come look at this?  Can you help me with 
this?”  It is really that team. 
Teachers at SEV need to understand and accept that there are three people in the 
elementary classrooms, and they have to work together for those kids.  That’s what I 
would say is the hardest: the accountability. If you are not teaching the way you need to 
be teaching, then I think of it as a mom and I don’t want my child in that classroom.  I 
wouldn’t go that far, but then it is my job; I need to get that person going or maybe this 
isn’t the place for them, and they usually self-select.  We might have those conversations 
and those plans, and you say I am doing this, this, and this, but you have to do this, this, 
and this. 
I love being able to go into a classroom and seeing something that is so amazing 
or wonderful and being able to think of somebody who could value seeing that same 
thing.  There are times I will say, “Go next door. I will stay here for five minutes, and 
you need to go see what is going on.”  Or, when a career teacher is doing something, I 
might send their mentor or master teacher, “You need to go see such and such because 
what they have really been struggling with, they are getting it.  It’s taking time and it 
takes time, but they are getting it, go watch them right now. “ I think that is the piece I 
like.  I love that I can see something in kindergarten and then I can hear the third and 
fourth grade math teachers say, “My kids just don’t get this,” and I say, “It’s coming, 
they are doing it in kindergarten, I know it is coming your way.”  There is hope out there.  
They may forget it, because they always pretend they didn’t learn it last year.  That is 
such a great thing, and I think that is part of my experience, so SEV is just like that.   
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We have been trying to create a bridge with secondary.  We have student interns 
who are over here, we have reading buddies, or students may go interview this social 
studies class from high school to work on these skills.  So, just really making it that 
community feel, where there are great things going on here every day.  We have to learn 
from them.  We also learn from the not great things either.  Okay, I can walk out of a 
room, and I can say I know exactly what will help that teacher get over whatever that 
situation was—being able to be in the classrooms, communicate all of those things, make 
any situation good. 
Colette’s student assessment practices.  The first assessment that comes to mind 
is the SST.  Every summer or right when we (the mentor and master teachers) come back 
to school in the summertime, our principal has already analyzed the data, but we start as a 
leadership team analyzing what we saw so we have that to drive our instruction.  What 
the leadership team has been doing is taking it to cluster [team meetings], and the 
individual teacher uses her own assessments.  Teachers use varying sorts looking at the 
standard, and how are you assessing it, and are you assessing what you are asking them to 
do?  Really, being able to match those together.  
We have Developmental Reading Assessments [DRA] levels we use, and we do 
the Response to Intervention [RTI] screenings for the beginning of the year that identifies 
students with specific needs.  We use reading mastery for instruction.  We did a math 
screener last year and this year.  We now have a math intervention group along with our 
reading intervention group.  Our reading intervention group is grades one through four; 
our math intervention group is grades three through six.  We have an intervention 
specialist doing so many wonderful things with helping these students to get extra math 
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each day along with their regular math.  It’s tweaking their schedule here and there; they 
progress, they get three consistent weeks at a certain level, and they graduate out.  We 
started that last year.  We have been doing RTI for several years. 
Now with Common Core, because it’s so different, so we have to look at where 
we place our kids according to ability and how are we going to continue doing that in a 
real way.  We will still get their reading levels, their writing records, but what are we 
going to use for the math pieces, the part that gets more challenging because it is like, 
where do we start?  What are we going to ask the students to show us so we can help put 
them in an environment with peers and people to grow with?  We haven’t cracked that 
code yet, but we are working on it. 
Colette’s experiences with the comprehensive teacher evaluation process.  I 
remember the first official comprehensive teacher evaluation training and really learning 
what this is and what we were going to do.  I think I was a new mentor teacher at that 
time.  Now I see the value of that and how we have been able to take it and make it ours.  
We followed their expectations, but then really made it ours.  I can’t imagine going or 
doing anything else.  You have to see it to believe it, but you have to really believe it.  
You work hard at what you do, but it is worth it in the end.  It's the successes, even me 
personally; I get evaluated in the classroom, so when someone comes and they give me 
the feedback, I can so appreciate it.  I can see it, and it really is the language that I speak, 
and I use the rubric.  Those are things that if I can look for them and be specific and give 
somebody that information, I can say, you know what, I am struggling with assessment 
and here is the piece I am really working on.  When I am in your room, please tell me if I 
am doing this or not, because I want to know, too.  We all have things we can do better. 
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Sometimes, if I go into a mentor teacher’s classroom, they can go see someone 
else.  They want to be there when I am in there so they know what I am doing, but if they 
need to go check on someone, like this person is really struggling with this, I know that 
they know enough that they will communicate with me.  I want them to go support the 
other person that maybe is struggling with the same math thing that I know they are doing 
well.  Sometimes it’s that, but other times they're in there working with me and doing 
whatever it is.  It is based on teacher need.  “What do you need? Do you need me to come 
in and listen to your kids count to 100?  Then I will come in and help you.  But if you 
want me to come do a lesson about problem solving, or counting, or 10 frames, then let 
me come in and do that so we can work together.”  I feel so good about this year that I 
have been able to do that.  It is part of my personal goal to be in the classroom.  Not just 
to go in there and do some fun thing I want to do, but really coming in and diving into 
curriculum, and then expecting those teachers to continue.  
Master teachers also get evaluated.  The other master teacher evaluates me, a 
mentor teacher will evaluate me and the principal will evaluate me.  It’s different people 
and we have changed that process over the last couple of years.  I use to work with third 
and fourth grade and fifth and sixth grade teachers, and I would evaluate the same 
teachers and the same content. 
Now that we have moved into Common Core, I still try to focus on third and 
fourth grade and fifth and sixth as much as possible.  I am doing math, and the other 
master teacher is doing language.  I do K-6 math and do all their content and all their 
cluster meetings [weekly team meetings], and she does the same for first and second 
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grade because it was too hard to go between math and language.  This is the first year we 
have done that. 
We have decided to change who watches and evaluates who, because sometimes 
you get stuck on the same feedback watching the same person three times a year.  So, we 
had our mentor teachers switch up.  They don’t evaluate everyone on their team.  A first 
and second grade mentor teacher will go to fifth and sixth grade and do the same content 
but different grade level to give them feedback.  We heard from both teachers and mentor 
teachers and they really like to do it this way.  They want to coach their team, but they 
want to go in and evaluate another teacher because it gives them that perspective also.  
It’s been really good. I have gotten to know more of the staff, as weird as that sounds.  I 
never knew such and such.  I knew her but now I understand her.  This is the first time I 
have really been able to go in and do lessons. 
Colette’s experiences with peer and parent feedback.  We complete peer and 
parent surveys, and I think it is important to ask for feedback.  It is also important to take 
that feedback into consideration when making decisions and planning.  By asking for 
feedback, you open yourself up to the idea that we all have things that we can improve 
on, that we all have areas of refinement.  What the next step I see is taking that and using 
it to improve the situation.  At times, the feedback received is not based in anything that 
is real or that you or me are capable of changing—sometimes things are just out of our 
control.  On the other side, we need to know and be able to address the areas we need to 
improve on.  I see feedback as a great resource in making what I do better.  I can also 
reflect on how I can improve myself and then work with the situations around me. The 
instruction is all based on need and teachers, students, and parents all have a voice in 
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what is working and not working.  The only way to have a well-rounded situation is to 
ask for feedback and then use it to the best of your ability. 
Colette’s family experiences.  I have two girls. They are 10 and 5—almost 6.  
They go to school here, and actually, my husband works here, too.  He is an elementary 
PE [physical education] teacher and a high school baseball coach.  When I met him 
through people at school, he was a manager at Play It Again Sports.  So, he was a 
manager in retail.  After our first daughter was born, we never saw him because of his 
work hours.  It was really hard and he realized it was not working for us.  Our daughter 
was here with me because we have childcare here, so my girls have been with me; they 
think they own the school, which is sometimes a bad thing.  My husband said, “You 
know, we need to do something else.”  So, he went back to school to be a business 
teacher.  He had been coaching at a couple different areas.  He had a friend that worked at 
a nearby high school, so he coached with him for awhile, then he student-taught over 
there and said, “This is where I am going to go.”  He graduated in October and needed a 
job, and SEV had a teaching assistant position open, and I’m like, how great if we could 
all have the same schedule.  So, he started as a teaching assistant in one of the classes.  I 
was a master teacher at that time. 
At the end of the year, a PE position opened and that was the field of study from 
his original schooling.  After going through all of his credits and all the things he had 
done, he had his teaching certificate and he was highly qualified because he had all the 
PE stuff you needed.  So, he became the elementary PE teacher.  He thought he would go 
to high school at one point because there was an opening, and then he decided he really 
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liked elementary, and he loves coaching the high school and loves baseball—that’s his 
thing—so that is what he decided to keep doing. 
I am not being biased, but he is a really good teacher.  For six years now, we have 
all been here—like I said, this is my family.  This is home to me other than my real home 
that I sleep at.  Everything I know, do, and love is here.  I think that’s the piece of the 
community; there are a lot of families here.  I mean, it’s a cousin, a brother, a husband, a 
wife, or whatever.  It’s because I believe in this place, and I want everybody to come 
here.  Definitely all of my family is here.  
Narrative for Principal Linda 
Linda’s background experience.  I grew up here in the southern part of the state.  
You could call my mother a hippie, and that’s how my brother and I grew up.  My father 
did not graduate from high school, but my mother did.  Both of my parents were 
proponents of my brother and I.  They are very serious about school and very serious 
about our education.  Both of us went to private Catholic school.  As much as my parents 
felt it was important, homework and schoolwork was not a center of what was happening 
at home.  It was what happened at school, and at home; there was a lot of music, books, 
and reading.  In my brain, I did not connect those two; school and what happened at 
home were not connected at all. 
I initially went to college to either go into education or into library sciences; that 
is what they called it, a media specialist.  Then I left college to go to a school to be a 
travel agent and I was a travel agent for a while and then worked in Florida for a tour 
company for a few years.  But I kept feeling education was where I needed to be, so I 
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went back to school part time and then full time and got my bachelors in Florida at the 
University of South Florida. 
I became a teacher in Florida and worked my first year there.  I did my student 
teaching and my first year of teaching in Florida.  What was interesting is I went through 
a really good teacher post-bac program.  When I hear of other people’s experiences and 
my experiences, I knew mine was very good. I did my student teaching in a fourth grade 
class.  The teacher that was my supervising teacher was pregnant, and I took over for her 
once I completed my student teaching.  She stayed gone, and I stayed the rest of the year, 
and for my first year of teaching I stayed there again.  Then my husband and I moved 
here. 
I met my husband when I was 20 and married him when I was 23.  I met him in 
California on a trip and then did long-distance relationship for a little while.  Then I 
moved to California for a while. Then we moved to Florida and we got married in 
Florida.  We moved here for him to go to school.  He was back in college, and he got a 
scholarship to a technology school here. We came in the summertime, and I was looking 
for a teaching job, but school was about to start, so there wasn’t a lot out here.  About the 
time school was starting, I got an interview at a charter school here.  It was a really small 
charter school downtown. They opened the very first year that charter schools were 
allowed in this state. 
I went to this interview; it was a group interview, and very interesting.  It was in 
the building where they ended up having the school, but it had been an old office building 
and they remodeled it even as teachers were coming through to interview.  There was a 
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start date of August 1st, but it was pushed back because the school wasn’t ready.  I got 
the job and taught fourth grade there for three years. 
Starting up and creating a school was really a great experience.  I actually ended 
up being asked to sit on the board of that school.  The last year I was there, I sat on the 
board of that school.  A husband and wife team applied for the charter and opened the 
school, but they divorced and there was this big fight about who owned the school.  The 
board, including myself, said nobody owns the school, it’s a charter, it belongs to the 
state, and they were debating who’s property it was, and it got really ugly. 
So, my husband drove by the campus of SEV, and he told me, “There is a charter 
school right by the house, you should send a résumé there,” and so he did.  The CEO 
[chief executive officer] called me, and I was in the middle of all that [the other charter 
school problems] when he called me.  I remember coming in. I met the principal first; she 
was the one who did the screening.  She took me right away to meet the CEO.  I sat down 
to meet him and he said, “Well, how would you like to teach kindergarten and first 
grade?”  I told him I have never taught kindergarten and first grade, but if he thought I 
could do it, so did I. 
The first year, I taught kindergarten and first grade.  The second year, I taught 
fourth and fifth grade.  I taught fourth and fifth grade here for three years.  The last year I 
taught, we started the comprehensive teacher evaluation program.  The first year we did 
the comprehensive teacher evaluation program, I was one of the mentor teachers.  The 
next year, we were going to have two master teachers, so they asked me to be the other 
master teacher.  I was a master teacher for three or four years before the principal and 
CEO asked me to take on the principal position temporarily because the CEO was going 
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to go check out opening another charter school, and while he was gone, the principal was 
going to be the executive director.  This is my fifth year as the principal. 
I remember when the CEO would bring in people from the new charter school he 
was opening to interview us about our program.  But, I kept saying time and time again, 
it’s about program, but primarily, it’s about people and relationships.  First and foremost, 
it’s about people and relationships more than about the program.  It’s the only way it 
works, because when you work so tightly in these kinds of situations where you share 
students, where you work together, when you team, it has to be about people and 
relationships.  That’s the foundation for everything.  A lot of times I felt like they were 
looking at me, “What are you talking about?”  But it is so true. 
 Linda’s instructional leadership.  We typically spend the first cluster [team 
meeting] or part of the first cluster doing professional growth based on the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation rubric and what it is.  But because most of our teachers 
aren’t new, we use data from past evaluations to determine the overall areas of strength 
and weakness, and that is what we focus mostly on during that first cluster.  Even though 
we touch on everything in the program, we really spend a lot of time with that.  We are 
always trying to bring that back in.  The master teachers and mentor teachers and I in the 
leadership team also try to continually bring in our overall goal. That is not driving the 
instruction, but it’s driving the teachers and their individual cause.  Just like the students, 
we keep asking, “How can we individualize without having 50 different clusters going on 
but make it meaningful?”  Meaning: this is what we all need.  Here's what we all need, 
because it is our school’s goal.  Here’s where we all need to focus on average, but you 
specifically.  
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I very rarely get to attend whole cluster.  I am in and out of cluster every week 
when they have cluster. I am with the leadership team and with the master teachers as 
they are planning the clusters, and I am able to bring that [what I heard in cluster].  I 
would love to be at all of them all the time, but what I find to be most effective is when 
I’m in a classroom, or I am talking with a teacher, or they come to ask me a question, I 
can bring in what I know from cluster.  But also, I can say this is what is happening in 
this teacher’s class, and this is what I saw, so let’s talk about how we can bring that into 
cluster. 
It goes back to that teacher piece that people call buy-in, or whatever it is, that if 
teachers don’t fully believe that it’s put in place to help them get better, then it becomes a 
gotcha [i.e., a poor evaluation] and it’s not going to improve teachers.  It just becomes a 
hoop, or they don’t love it, or buy into it, and it’s not going to help.  It is a lot of work.  
When you first start using it, even as an evaluator, I can remember the first years—every 
evaluation taking hours and hours to complete.  It’s still time consuming, as it should be, 
even knowing it and doing it all the time.  If it’s comprehensive, time should be put into 
it, and it is never going to be quick and easy.  It’s quicker than when I first started doing 
it, but it’s very time consuming. 
Linda’s classroom environment.  When I taught in Florida, I had 29 or 30 kids.  
When I taught downtown, I had 25 with a teacher’s assistant and myself.  Here, I have 
always had team teaching with anywhere between 28 to 62 students.  Each classroom has 
one instructional assistant and fifth and sixth share two, so fifth and sixth looks a little 
more traditional.  They have two they share between the eight teachers; everyone else has 
one between two people. 
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Each class has two specials a day, so they do daily PE and then they rotate 
through Spanish, technology, and music through the quarter.  It is an expensive program 
to have those 90 minutes every day. It’s great for the kids; it’s great to have those 
teachers, but it’s an expense.  It’s worth it and our school protects it.  We believe it 
strongly, but I think that when most schools try to implement this, that’s going to be the 
biggest stumbling block, because they can’t manage that. 
Linda’s student assessment practices.  We do the typical standardized tests and 
we do teacher-created assessments.  We do the DRA and weekly running records, 
especially kindergarten through fourth grade, but most of the rest are teacher-created 
tests.  We do more benchmark assessing on our students who are in our intervention 
programs.  Reading intervention and math intervention, we do weekly progress 
monitoring in terms of standardized progress monitoring on tests for those students to 
determine their progress. 
Our school goal every year is written off of our standardized testing.  It is the 
main thing, which then drives our cluster and professional development, but then the 
student’s Individual Learning Plans (ILPs) are also driven by assessment results, because 
that’s when they determine what the students’ goals are for the next semester and quarter 
and whether it is continuing to progress on the pace they are, or do they need to move 
back, or do they need to move forward.  However, the children’s goals and how they 
move and fluctuate within levels and groupings are mostly from teacher-created 
assessments.  The standardized tests are used to create our school goals, which then 
drives our professional development. 
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Linda’s experiences with the comprehensive teacher evaluation process.  I 
have been working with the comprehensive teacher evaluation program for a long time.  
We know the elements, but it does go back to the relationships and the time that master 
teachers, mentor teachers, and myself can spend with teachers in their classrooms, 
because that is driven by the evaluations, which is the most important part.  When follow-
up doesn’t happen, not just postconference, but going into the classrooms and revisiting 
and bringing it back to cluster, it is still just a moment in time.  It’s good specific 
feedback for that time, but if you don’t follow it up, if you don’t continue it, even 
teachers who want to—we all get too busy and then it stops there—the growth doesn’t 
continue to happen.  Maybe one element of it goes in the form of a tweak, but if I talk to 
someone about solid lesson, objective lesson writing, and we have a great conversation, 
they go and they are jazzed about it; they start working on it.  When I am in their 
classroom the next time, I don’t comment on it. Then all of a sudden, they are asking me, 
what do you think of this?  It has to be that ongoing piece, because it is not even the best-
intentioned teacher.  We all get too busy and it ends there.  The true growth happens 
when it continues to be brought back either through individual conversations, the follow-
up classroom visits, or cluster that it continues to come back.  That is really when change 
in growth really can happen. 
This ongoing communication opens it up to teachers; they feel they can come to 
you with a question or tackle something together.  I don’t have all the answers; the master 
teachers and mentor teachers don’t have all the answers.  It’s not, “Come check with me 
and I will let you know how it goes,” because I don’t know either, but if I know this isn’t 
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exactly right, and the teacher knows it’s not exactly right, okay, well, let’s figure it out 
together. 
If I go into an evaluation and it comes out to be a gotcha, I feel that is my fault.  I 
really do feel it is my fault, because if that is what is really going on, and I knew that was 
what really was going on, I should have been helping that teacher before I ever went in 
there.  I prefer to know what is going on, work together, know it’s up and running, know 
this teacher is doing well, and then go in there and support them.  Everyone is going to 
have a bad day, that’s going to happen, but if you know that teacher, and you have been 
in there, you know it’s a bad day.  This isn’t characteristic of this person. 
When a teacher does have a bad day, that’s going to come out of that 
postconference conversation.  If it’s really terrible, there usually is more of a problem.  I 
have had those really hard conversations.  It may even be a mentor teacher who is a rock 
star teacher, but you went in there and something was not the way it should be. That’s the 
thing I like about it; it’s very clearly evidenced based.  It’s not my opinion of you; it’s not 
what I think.  Most teachers are going to come to figure it out. 
I have had occasions that the teacher did not have a good evaluation.  They were 
struggling as a teacher and they come to me and say, ”My evaluation was terrible.”  I say, 
“Let’s go through it,” and they say, “Yes, that is what happened.”  I say, “You know we 
have three or four more evaluations.  It’s an average.  Get it together. You can recover 
from that, so what do we need to do?  How do we move forward and really get to do the 
hard work that needs to be done to figure out what needs to be done to move on?”  When 
those things happen, the first thing is that they are hurt and disappointed, but we can get 
through it together.  It’s part of the profession, but a teacher’s biggest nemesis is time: “I 
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need more time with the kids and to plan this.”  I think that is a struggle, because like you 
said, we always want to do more.  Those that follow up that relationship building, the 
dialogue, the peer-to-peer interaction, strengthens all of us as educators, and when we are 
all strengthened it has an impact on student achievement. 
I know one weakness within the comprehensive teacher evaluation program is 
implementing the program.  They give you this model and they tell you this is what you 
need to do, and I agree with the model, but sometimes you can get into going through the 
steps, because I am in the model.  You can plan cluster, and lose sight of what you really 
need to do with the people—the teachers and the students at your school.  Those two 
things can overlap; you can get too focused on the process.  We would get our program 
review.  The program review didn’t matter to me; maybe it should matter more than it 
did.  But it never did, because I knew our weaknesses as far as the program went, and 
some of those weaknesses were by choice.  That was not what we chose to focus on at 
that moment.  I am not saying it’s more or less important, but for us, for this moment, for 
our people, for our students, this is where we are.  We are not there yet.  If you find 
yourself driven by the program review, or we have to do this to be the model 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program school, you can lose sight of what is really 
important, which is the teachers and students, the needs of what is here today.  I can see 
how that can be a weakness, especially for a school new to it, but it’s hard, because all 
the elements are important.  It’s important to follow the elements, too; it’s important to be 
all those pieces; but if you get too focused, you can lose sight.   
When we first started, all of our teacher evaluations were announced, and moving 
from announced to unannounced was a sticky wicket.  Now that all of ours are 
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unannounced, we only do one announced for new teachers to SEV.  The very first one is 
announced so we can walk them through the process.  Other than that, no teachers have 
announced evaluations.  The feedback I have gotten from teachers is that they like it 
better.  It is more of what they are doing every day.  It is usually great.  It is good, 
because it is what you are doing every day.  It’s not a dog and pony show, and that’s not 
what I am trying to see.  I want to see what’s happening in the classroom every day.  We 
went to all unannounced [evaluations] because we have teachers that have been here for 
several years and they know the program.  The teachers were starting to show me the best 
they had.  That’s great to see the best, but I want to know what’s happening on a day-to-
day basis.  If you are doing the solid lesson, you’re hitting everything on the rubric; you 
don’t need to have all the bells and whistles.  Solid teaching is solid teaching. 
Linda’s experiences with peer and parent feedback.  We use peer and parent 
survey results as feedback for teachers.  They are so hard on themselves; they get 60 back 
and the one negative comment is the one they take home with them in the backseat.  I 
think there are two sides to that, too.  We want that, and we want to give people that 
opportunity, but I also know how hard teachers can be on themselves. 
Linda’s family experiences.  I have one daughter.  She is eight years old and she 
goes to school here.  She has been here since she was nine weeks old.  She went to 
preschool here.  But, you know, I often said that she doesn’t just go to school here.  Being 
the principal makes it easy for me, but I always said I had to meet her and get to know 
her before I would know if this was the right place for her—because it is the right place 
for some people, but not for everybody; for her it is.  It is exactly how she learns, and she 
fits right in.  So, she goes to school here and she loves it.  So far it is great, but I always 
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think, gosh, how is it going to be for her to have her mom as principal and for me to have 
my daughter as a student here?  But I tell all of my staff, especially people who have 
family here, I think sometimes that can be a bad thing to be thinking of your child.  But I 
always think, too, that if we make decisions with our loved ones in our heart, we are 
making best decisions for everyone.  If we want it for our child, if I would want those two 
teachers for my child, if I can say I would put my child in any single class, then I am 
making the right decision for everyone’s child. 
Thematic Analysis and Interpretation 
 According to Seidman (2006), narrative profiles are “a way of knowing” (p. 123). 
Although there are various ways of analyzing and interpreting narrative profiles, Seidman 
stated that one conventional strategy is to search “for connecting threads and patterns 
among the excerpts within . . . categories and for connections between the various 
categories that might be called themes” (p. 125).  In this section, I review each of the 
categories used to organize the narratives presented above: background experiences, 
instruction, classroom environment, assessment practices, experience with the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation process, experiences with peer and parent feedback, 
and family. I then draw out recurring themes based on those narratives.  This is the 
interpretative part of the analysis, which Patton (2002) described as “attaching 
significance to what was found, making sense of findings, . . . making inferences, 
considering meanings, and otherwise imposing order” on the narrative data (as cited in 
Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 286).  As Rossman and Rallis (2003) stated, a key question at 
this stage is: “What is the story these data tell?” (p. 287).  They further suggested, “You 
aim to tell a richly detailed story that respects these contexts and connects participants, 
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events, experiences or discourses to larger issues, theories, or phenomena” (p. 289).  That 
aim is what I have worked toward with the following analysis of the rich stories my 
participants shared. 
Participants’ background experiences: “It was just understood that 
education was important.” The category of background experiences is derived from the 
initial part of Seidman’s (2006) three-part interview sequence, in which participants were 
asked questions designed to elicit a “focused life history” (p. 17).  The focus in this part 
of the study was on participants’ early education experiences, what led them to become 
an educator, and what ultimately led them to join the SEV faculty.  It was clear through 
the initial part of the interviews and the rich text created from them that even though 
many participants began their work lives in different (noneducation) careers, they did not 
just haphazardly come to be in the field of education.  The following analysis shares their 
journey to education. 
The five interviewees came from a variety of areas within the US and a range of 
socioeconomic and family situations.  All of the interviewees came from families where 
they were expected to attend college after high school, whether those expectations were 
spoken or unspoken. I labeled this theme instilled values of the importance of education.  
As Emma shared in her interview, “I’m not sure if my dad and mom ever said it, but I felt 
it was just assumed we were going to college.  It wasn’t about, ‘Are you going to 
college?’ but ‘Where do you want to go? . . . It’s just the way it was.”  Collette also 
shared, “It was a big deal that I was the first person in my family to graduate from 
college.  There was just no question I was going to go to college, not knowing exactly 
what I really wanted to do.”   Linda stated, “Both of my parents were proponents of my 
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brother and I.”  Throughout all of the interviews, I heard that regardless of their parents’ 
level of education, their socioeconomic level, or where they lived, the parents of all of the 
interviewees supported their education.  This suggests that each of these educators 
experienced a lifetime of valuing the importance of education.  It is likely that these 
teachers also impart this value to their students, although I did not observe this directly.  
This theme aligns indirectly with the element of environment within my study.   
Another theme that stood out in examining participants’ background experiences 
was that all but one interviewee came to teaching as a second career.  Each person 
shared experiences from his or her first career, but they also shared the desire to find a 
career in which they could feel personally and professionally fulfilled, and that career 
was in the field of education.  Emma’s first career was in the area of retail; as she began 
to question her happiness within her job, she made a decision to move here where she 
volunteered in her sister’s classroom.  It was at this time that she came to realize, “[This] 
was what I was supposed to be doing and what I was supposed to have been doing the 
whole time.” Katherine’s experience was a little different in that she had gotten married 
and had her first child.  It was at this time that she began to question her long hours in the 
hotel industry.  As she explained, “While on maternity leave, I was watching TV and my 
thought was, ‘How am I supposed to go back to work—she [my daughter] is so cute—
and work 60, 70, 80 hours a week and holidays?’”  When Katherine saw a television 
advertisement for an online degree program, she thought, “‘well gosh, I already have my 
degree in business, what if I went back to school to become a teacher?’  That is what I 
did.”  The theme of teaching as a second career suggests that each of these teachers and 
administrators came to teaching after much thought and developing much passion for the 
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field; it was something they believed strongly in, and, as evidenced by their testimony, a 
career they loved.  These teacher and administrators bring background knowledge and 
skills from their first careers that are relevant for a number of the areas assessed by the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program such as problem solving, thinking, and 
working within a collaborative team. 
Participants’ instruction experiences: “The comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program helps us to be better teachers so it has to affect what students 
are doing in class.” The category of instruction is drawn from the second part of 
Seidman’s (2006) three-part interview sequence, in which participants are asked 
questions designed to elicit “details of experiences” (p. 18).  The focus in this portion of 
the study was on participants’ experiences with various teaching strategies, evaluations of 
the teaching and learning, and how the teacher evaluation program informed instruction.  
This portion of the interview sequences is also an element of my conceptual framework: 
designing, planning, and implementing instruction.   
My literature review suggests that, historically, teachers in US schools did not 
routinely buy into the teacher evaluation process.  Epstein (1985) found that there was 
general dissatisfaction with the way teacher evaluations were conducted, what they 
measured, how they aligned with professional development, improved teacher status, and 
how they contributed to the effective education of students (p. 3).  Gallagher (2004) also 
found that studies of teacher evaluations showed that both teachers and principals saw 
typical evaluations as having little value, and principals’ ratings of teachers generally 
were uncorrelated with students’ scores on high-stakes assessments.   
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However, in this study, each interviewee shared her or his experiences and 
feelings toward the instructional rubric, and it became clear that each of them felt that the 
rubric was comprehensive and helped them in becoming better teachers.  The rubric 
became foundational to their instructional practice.  That said, the level of buy-in differed 
among the interviewees. Bill shared his level of buy-in by stating, “I honestly think there 
are good ideas in our comprehensive teacher evaluation program.”  However, he also 
shared, “I am not a big comprehensive teacher evaluation program rubric fan, but I would 
say absolutely a teacher can go to the rubric, think about some of the things that are in 
there, and internaliz[e] it a little bit.”  The other interviewees’ comments suggested 
stronger buy-in, particularly in the area of instruction.  Katherine’s voice made this clear 
when she stated, “I am very driven by our comprehensive teacher evaluation program, the 
evaluation, and the rubric that we use.”  It is important to point out that Bill was the only 
teacher who had teaching experience outside of SEV beyond student teaching (Katherine 
completed her student teaching outside of SEV).  This gave him knowledge and 
experiences of other types of evaluation processes. 
Altogether, the data indicated that the teachers who were interviewed felt positive 
about the instructional rubric, which they described as directing their teaching and 
instruction practices. They also felt that using this comprehensive rubric has helped to 
make them better teachers. 
Participants’ environment experiences: “There is a sense that we are all in 
this together.” The category of environment is derived from the second part of 
Seidman’s (2006) three-part interview sequence, in which participants are asked 
questions designed to elicit “details of experiences” (p. 18).  The focus in this portion of 
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the study was on participants’ experiences with other key elements of the program; the 
environment was one of those elements.  This portion of the interview was drawn from 
my conceptual framework.  
In the category of environment, the theme of relationships resonated very strongly 
within each of the interviews, although the specific types of relationships the participants 
described varied based on their positions.  Bill and Katherine tended to focus on the 
relationship between the teacher and the students.  Bill shared, “One thing I have said for 
a long time since I started teaching is that everything happens inside a relationship . . . .  
[students] are highly motivated by their relationship.”  This indicates the importance Bill 
places on the relationship between students and teachers and learning.  Similarly, 
Katherine stated, “I do believe that the environment of any classroom or school can have 
an impact on student achievement.” She further suggested that, “a positive, friendly, safe, 
supportive classroom encourages students to take risks, ask questions, and explore their 
thoughts deeper.”  Katherine’s remarks support those expressed by Bill in response to the 
importance of environment. 
Emma focused on the environment within the grade level teams to the community 
at large.  She stated:  
I think there is a sense of community . . . within the fifth and sixth grade language 
arts team, and the fifth and sixth grade team, and the elementary team, the school 
community, but also the community at large.  We have a good community with 
parents and with families. . . . There is a sense that we are all in this together.” 
Although Linda and Colette focused more on the structure of the school, this still had to 
do with relationships because the school incorporated team teaching and sharing of 
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students, which requires the teachers to work together in order to create a positive 
environment within the classroom.  Linda also shared the importance of the teachers 
having their time each day for planning, collaboration, and professional development.  
Each of these interview excerpts indicates that the interviewees found that the 
relationships among the teachers, the teachers and the students, and the community at 
large are highly important, and when those relationships are present, it creates a positive 
learning environment that facilitates student achievement.   
The connection between relationships and a positive environment is consistent 
with the scholarly literature from Chapter 2 of this study, in particular Bradshaw, Koth, 
and Leaf’s (2008) findings that “classroom dynamics are complex and similar to school 
climate in that they involve the relationships and interactions between teachers and 
students and among students, as well as the perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors of 
students and teachers within the classroom” (p. 97).  They further determined it is likely 
that the climates of each classroom are all factors that influence student learning and 
achievement (Bradshaw et al., 2008).  This is evident in this program because the 
evaluation instruments include four rubric indicators that address learning environment: expectations, managing	  student	  behavior, environment, and respectful	  culture. 
Participants’ assessment experiences: “Teaching and learning is living life.” 
The category of assessment is also derived from the second part of Seidman’s (2006) 
three-part interview sequence, which he refers to as details of experiences.  The focus in 
this portion of the study was on participants’ experiences with assessments and how that 
drives instruction.  Assessment was not a specific element within my conceptual 
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framework; however, assessment is a rubric indicator within the planning, designing, and 
implementing instruction element within my conceptual framework. 
 As I reviewed the interview data in regard to assessment, I found several themes 
that stood out and indicated the many different types of assessments that were used at 
SEV. I also found that each theme brought a different type of information to the table.  
What the data show is that the tests really are driving how instruction is planned and 
carried out.  One of the themes related to assessment is the role of standardized tests in 
driving instructional planning.  The interviewees each spoke of how the standardized 
tests were analyzed at the beginning of the year and then helped to create: (a) school 
goals, (b) driving instruction, (c) planning cluster meetings, and (d) determining 
professional development.  For example, the principal shared:  
Our school goal every year is written off of our standardized testing.  It is the 
main thing, which then drives our cluster and professional development, but then 
the students’ Individual Learning Plans (ILPs) are also driven by assessment 
results, because that’s when they determine what the students’ goals are for the 
next semester and quarter and whether it is continuing to progress on the pace 
they are, or do they need to move back, or do they need to move forward.  
 Another theme that stood out in this category was formative assessment.  
Formative assessments are those ongoing assessments that teachers use to gauge 
students’ learning and determine the modifications that need to take place within the 
classroom to help the students learn.  Riehl (2000), for example, suggested “new (or 
renewed) instructional methods . . . new forms of assessment and accountability . . . are 
examples of reform initiatives that address fundamental structures and processes within 
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schools and are critical to effecting positive student outcomes” (p. 60).  Throughout the 
interviews, the teachers and administrator spoke of various types of formative 
assessments, including observations, DRA, RTI, and teacher-created assessments.  The 
interviewees shared that the formative assessments were important to the ongoing 
monitoring of student progress and the summative assessments were important elements 
of goal setting, both at the student and school levels.  A point that clearly came through 
was that, although all of these assessments are used and respected, as educators transition 
to Common Core, assessments are changing and need to continue to change (the new 
assessment; Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers will 
include formative and summative elements).  Bill suggested, “I can see we are going to 
have a big problem trying to go down that Common Core path at the same time we are 
stuck in this old assessment style.”  Emma further questioned “what changes need to 
happen in order to continue to use the role sheet as an accountability piece [their current 
assessment piece] for the student and to help them with their discussions, but make it so it 
fits into Common Core the way we need it to.”  The teachers realized that they needed to 
change their practice over time in response to formative assessments.  This is also 
consistent with scholarly literature.  
Participants’ comprehensive teacher evaluation process experiences: 
“Teachers are better teachers if they are learning themselves.” The category of 
teacher evaluation process derived from the third part of Seidman’s (2006) three-part 
interview sequence, in which participants are asked questions designed to elicit 
“reflections on meaning” (p. 18).  The focus in this portion of the study was on 
participants’ experiences with the process of the teacher evaluation program.  This 
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portion of the study is not an element of my conceptual framework specifically; however, 
this portion of interviews was intended to focus in on the second research question: How 
do teachers and administrators experience the comprehensive evaluation process and how 
do they use their experiences to inform instruction?   
Two themes that emerged within the category of evaluation process included 
roles and processes; however, the theme of buy-in from the category of instruction 
overlaps in this area as well.  This overlap makes sense, because as mentioned above, 
these two categories are closely related where instructional strategies are a response to 
the process, and the process drives instructional strategies as long as there is buy-in.  The 
roles within this teacher evaluation program include classroom teachers (career teachers), 
mentor teachers, master teachers, and the administration or principal.  Katherine and 
Emma are mentor teachers, Colette is one of the master teachers, and Bill is a career 
teacher.  Scholarly research reinforces this element as indicated in Chapter 2 of this study 
where Ovando and Ramirez (2007) supported the concept that the evaluation personnel 
should include mentors, peer coaches, department chairs, and central office 
administrators or supervisors as well as the principal (p. 89).   
During the interview, Bill shared that he questioned the meaning of the role of 
master teacher.  He suggested there might be a difference between what he defines as a 
master teacher and what the program defines as a master teacher.  Bill stated, “Here we 
have master teachers . . . but are there really master teachers?  The people we have right 
now, I love them as people . . . . However, they are not master teachers.”  Mentor and 
master teachers conduct evaluations on the teachers, and Bill suggested these teachers 
may be knowledgeable within the comprehensive teacher evaluation program, but may 
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not have the years of experience necessary for him to deem them as master teachers.  If 
Bill did not feel that the people who evaluated him had the experience and knowledge to 
effectively assess teachers on all elements of the evaluation rubric, he may be going 
through the process, but not totally buying into the roles associated with the program or 
the individuals who hold those roles.  
There are a plethora of processes within this evaluation program.  It was indicated 
that the school went from announced observations to all unannounced observations.  
Overall, it was indicated that this had been well received by teachers.  The process of 
unannounced observations allows mentor and master teachers as well as the principal to 
see day-to-day teaching that goes on within each classroom.  Katherine shared, “Over the 
last few years, we have changed that, and now they are unannounced, and it definitely 
gives a more accurate picture of where the teacher is.”  Emma further stated, “For new 
teachers, the first evaluation is announced, but for everybody else none of them are 
announced, but by and large—and the teachers that I have talked to all have the same 
opinion about the unannounced being more preferable.”  
Another area under the theme of processes involves the master teacher going into 
the classroom and supporting the teacher in any way the master teacher can.  Colette 
commented, “I feel so good about this year that I have been able to do that . . . really 
coming in and diving into curriculum, and then expecting those teachers to continue.”  
Similarly, Linda stated, “We know the elements, but it does go back to the relationships 
and the time that master teachers, mentor teachers, and myself can spend with teachers in 
their classrooms.” 
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The literature is consistent with processes shared in regard to the comprehensive 
teacher evaluation program including cluster meetings, professional growth, development 
of school goals, and promoting trust.  In Chapter 2, I reviewed that Ovando and Ramirez 
(2007) supported the idea that instructional quality could be strengthened when principals 
created internal structures, including regular meeting times for teams of teachers to plan 
instruction and reflect on their practice, aligning school-wide professional development 
activities with school goals and teachers’ professional needs, promoting social trust 
among staff members, and practicing distributed leadership (p. 91).   
Bill stated throughout his interviews that he believed that the comprehensive 
teacher evaluation program has helped him to become a better teacher. However, he also 
stated in regard to some of the processes, “But, if suddenly you can realize that what they 
are asking you to do actually contributes to something that you value, I believe teachers 
would have more buy-in, but I don’t feel it is presented that way necessarily.”   He also 
shared that, “I feel good about assessments; I think teachers need that . . . . That is 
something we should embrace.”  He suggested that although he finds some parts of the 
process valuable, there is room for continued improvement within the program.  
 Participants’ peer and parent feedback experiences: “We are all adults and 
we should be able to give [and get] feedback.” The category of peer and parent 
feedback is derived from the second part of Seidman’s (2006) three-part interview 
sequence termed details of experience.  The focus in this portion of the study was on 
participants’ experiences with key elements of the program.  This portion of the study is 
also an element of my conceptual framework  
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The themes that emerged from the narrative data in the peer and parent feedback 
category include communication and perspective.  The interviewees shared the 
importance of ongoing communication with the staff and with the parents. Bruce and 
Ross (2007) indicated peer feedback influenced teachers’ judgments about their goal 
attainment (p. 148).  They also found that peers influenced teachers’ satisfaction with the 
outcomes of their instruction if colleagues gave praise specifically linked to the quality of 
the teacher’s performance; teacher performance would then, in turn, affect student’s 
scores on high-stakes assessments (Bruce & Ross, 2007, p. 148).  As was also discussed 
in the literature review, Epstein (1985) suggested that parents could help teachers and 
students meet school goals. Epstein added that formal parent surveys are a tool that can 
give feedback to the teachers and also help them maintain or improve their relationships 
with parents.  
 When surveys are completed, it is important to consider the perspective of the 
audience that is completing the surveys.  Teachers will have the perspective from within 
the classroom, and the parents will have the perspective of what they see through 
assignments and hear from their children.  Katherine discussed the importance of 
perspective when she mentioned that parents are not in the classroom every day, so they 
get a lot of their information from their children, and their children also have a different 
perspective.  Epstein (1985) supported that parent ratings were influenced by student 
reports of classroom life.  This important dimension of instruction—communication 
outside the classroom (i.e., with parents)—is something that teachers need to take into 
account and determine what, if anything, they need to change.  However, a low response 
rate from peers and parents is a weakness within the program or process.  Low response 
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rates from any of the key stakeholders means that the evaluation is not as comprehensive 
as it should be. 
Participants’ Family Experiences:  “Like I said, this is my family.”  The 
category of family was unanticipated, but was derived from the first part of Seidman’s 
(2006) three-part interview sequence in which participants were asked questions designed 
to elicit “focused life history” (p. 17).  The focus in this portion of the study was on 
participants’ experiences with other important experiences as they related to their present 
position.  This portion of the study is not an element of my conceptual framework 
specifically; however, I believe it fits well into the discussion of the learning 
environment.  The comprehensive teacher evaluation program and scholarly literature I 
reviewed for this study suggest the learning environment is an important element in 
teacher evaluation and student achievement.  The fact that the interviewees experienced a 
strong feeling of family within the school environment implies that the school had a 
strong positive learning environment.  
 The themes that emerged from the narrative data in the family category include 
immediate family and school family.  Four out of five of the interviewees had family at 
the school during the time of this study.  Some had their own children, one had a sister, 
and one had a husband at SEV.  This clearly created even more of a connection to the 
school for these staff members and contributed to what participants described as a family 
atmosphere within the school.  It also may have shaped their self-expectations of an 
educator, and in turn, their performance and practice.  Linda stated, “If we want it for our 
child, if I would want those two teachers for my child, if I can say I would put my child 
in any single class, then I am making the right decision for everyone’s child.”  The staff 
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members who had family at the school expressed a unique and strong passion for the 
school.  This had a positive impact on their perceptions of and experiences with the 
school’s comprehensive teacher evaluation program. 
Colette best described the school family theme when she stated, “This is home to 
me other than my real home that I sleep at.  Everything I know, do, and love is here.” 
This sentiment resonated with each of the interviewees and aligns with the environment 
element of the evaluation rubric as well as scholarly literature that states the importance 
of a strong and positive learning environment in order to support teaching and learning. 
Summary and Synthesis 
 This chapter has reviewed the process and the outcomes of my analysis and 
interpretation of the qualitative (interview) data.  I explained how I coded the raw 
interview data and then combined relevant codes into overarching categories.  Following 
Seidman’s (2006) recommendations and examples, I used these main categories to craft 
narrative profiles.  Comparisons within and across the narrative profiles became the 
foundation for further analysis of emerging themes.  This allowed me to complete a 
deeper analysis and interpretation of the rich data garnered through the interview process.  
As I analyzed the data, I shared where each category was derived from and further 
reconnected my data with my conceptual framework, literature review, and focus of my 
study.  Chapter 6 will build from the analyses from Chapters 4 and 5 by comparing the 
two sets of data to respond to my original research questions, and the chapter will also 
draw out implications for research, policy, and practice. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Implications for Research, Policy, and Practice 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize and interpret all of the data from my 
mixed-method case study. The data include a descriptive analysis of teacher’s average 
evaluation scores in the areas of instruction, environment, peer survey scores, parent 
survey scores, and students’ standardized test	  (SST) benchmark scores as the quantitative 
portion of the study as well as in-depth interviews, which I used for the qualitative 
portion of my study.  I also share the implications this research suggests as well as the 
study’s limitations. 
Research indicates that the following elements are critical to comprehensive 
teacher evaluation: (a) instruction, (b) classroom environment, (c) peer surveys, (d) and 
parent surveys.  Therefore, I built my conceptual framework around these elements with 
the center element of my research design being the in-depth interviews.  The quantitative 
portion of my research was directed to answer my first research question: What is the 
relationship, if any, between teachers’ evaluation scores and student standardized test 
scores?  My second research question was: How do teachers and administrators 
experience the comprehensive evaluation process and how do they use their experiences 
to inform instruction?  The in-depth interviews I conducted address this question.  In the 
remainder of this chapter, I will revisit both the quantitative and qualitative data as they 
help answer both of these research questions. 
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Overview of the Data and Findings 
 Quantitative data.  The quantitative data were presented in Chapter 4.  These 
data included average evaluation scores for the three teachers for two years, including 
peer and parent survey scores and standardized tests scores for the teacher’s classes.  
These data were the basis for a descriptive analysis, and through the descriptive analysis I 
was able to gain some insights into comprehensive teacher evaluation and student 
achievement. 
On the quantitative teacher evaluation metric, each of the teachers received 
similar scores in all areas.  Their evaluation scores fell within a range of 3 and 4 (with 5 
being the best score) for both instruction and environment.  There was one exception to 
scores falling within that range, and this occurred with Bill, who received a score of 5 on 
Environment for the 2010-11 school year.  There were limited survey results, but on the 
results that were available, the teachers received an average score of 4.  These scores 
suggest that the teachers are performing at an average or above-average level.  The scores 
from the surveys suggest that the peers and parents who responded to the surveys 
believed that these are all above-average teachers in their performance.  In general, peers 
and parents scored the teachers higher than did the classroom observers using the 
evaluation instruments.  
Overall, the quantitative data were limited, and the data I collected indicated that 
although the majority of students in all classes met expectations or exceeded expectations, 
there was a large range of SST benchmark scores in each of the classrooms.  For example 
in 2010-11, 93% of Bill’s students met or exceeded expectations. In Katherine’s class, 
69% scored at those levels, and 81% of Emma’s students achieved those scores.  The 
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teachers’ evaluation scores were similar, and that similarity of evaluation scores along 
with the differences in their classes standardized test benchmark scores suggest that 
student achievement cannot be reduced to teacher evaluation scores alone: there is a more 
complicated relationship.  I therefore am unable to make a direct connection between 
strong instruction, classroom environment, or responses from peers or parents and strong 
SST benchmark scores; as discussed later in this chapter, this is an area for further 
research. 
Qualitative data.  The qualitative data were collected during in-depth interviews 
using Seidman’s (2006) three-part interview sequence.  I interviewed three teachers; all 
three were classroom teachers, and two of the three had also served as mentor teachers.  I 
also conducted interviews with a master teacher and the school principal.  I coded the 
data from these interviews, and from this coding derived I seven categories: 
• background experiences instruction,  
• environment (classroom and school),  
• assessment,  
• evaluation process,  
• peer and parent feedback,  
• family.   
I then used these categories to craft narrative profiles, again following Seidman’s 
(2006) recommendations for generating profiles.  The narrative profiles provided the 
foundation for a thematic analysis, discussed in Chapter 5.  The themes included: 
• background experiences 
o instilled values for the importance of education 
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o teaching as a second career  
• instruction  
o buy-in 
• environment (classroom and school)  
o relationships 
• assessment  
o standardized assessments 
o formative assessments 
• evaluation process  
o roles 
o processes 
• peer and parent feedback 
o communication 
o perspective 
• family   
o school family 
o immediate family 
The qualitative data suggest that everyone who was interviewed (all three 
teachers, the master teacher, and the principal) had differences in how they experienced 
or bought into the comprehensive teacher evaluation.  For example, although Bill shared 
that he felt the comprehensive teacher evaluation program helped him to become a 
stronger educator, he also felt that the master teachers in the program had not earned the 
title master teacher.  He commented that he did not like it when an evaluator came into 
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his classroom and started typing (scripting the lesson for an evaluation).  He further 
stated that, although sometimes he felt that the feedback he received from his evaluations 
was helpful, he did not always agree with the feedback.  The other two teachers, both of 
whom served as mentor teachers, strongly embraced the teacher evaluation and the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program.  They both stated that they welcomed 
observers in their classrooms and desired continuous feedback from evaluators along 
with ways to improve their teaching craft.  At the same time, however, all of the 
participants shared that they use the information from the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation to inform instruction.  Each of the participants also expressed the strengths of 
this program to the school, to them as educators, and ultimately to the teaching of the 
students. 
Bill was the only career teacher in the study.  Although Bill had some concerns 
with the comprehensive teacher evaluation program itself, he indicated that the rubric had 
important elements that informed his instruction.  Bill shared how he wanted to align his 
curriculum and instruction more closely with Common Core, which required him to use 
more problem-solving strategies in his instruction and assignments.  The evaluation 
rubric includes problem-solving and thinking strategies throughout the rubric indicators. 
Katherine was one of the mentor teachers, and she believed she had learned a 
great deal from the comprehensive teacher program.  For example, one of the rubric 
indicators required teachers to give adequate wait time for students when they are 
responding to a question.  Katherine shared that she placed notes around her classroom to 
remind her to give her students adequate wait time.  Katherine described her practice as 
very driven by the program.  She embraced ongoing evaluations and feedback she 
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received from the program and took the feedback she receives seriously. 
Emma was also a mentor teacher. In her interview, she shared how the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation program had affected her as a teacher and an educator.  
Emma took the feedback she got very seriously.  Recognizing that a 3 on the rubric 
indicates proficient, she wanted to know what she could do to earn a 4 and 5.  Emma 
discussed that she was currently working on improving writing her objectives; she 
recognized she had more work to do in that area.  Feedback from the program definitely 
allowed Emma to make changes regarding her instruction. 
Colette was the master teacher in the study. She too expressed full buy-in for the 
evaluation program and the expectations the program brought to both her and the mentor 
and career teachers.  Although Colette spoke mostly of her role of going into the 
classrooms, giving teachers support, and modeling teaching and learning strategies for 
the teachers, she also was evaluated using the comprehensive teacher evaluation system.  
In both situations, whether modeling for teachers or being evaluated, Colette shared her 
high expectations for both herself and the teachers in regard to the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation rubric. For example, Colette shared that sometimes teachers say the right 
things when talking about their evaluation, but when she looked at the script from their 
lesson, she could not find specific actions within the context of the lesson to demonstrate 
they implemented elements of the rubric. Colette believed the evaluation system was 
tough and she would sometimes have tough conversations with teachers because she felt 
that they received the support through this kind of dialogue that would push them to 
higher levels of performance. 
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Linda was the principal at SEV. Not surprisingly given her role as the 
instructional leader, she expressed full buy-in to the evaluation program and the 
expectations the program had brought to the school.  Linda stated that if teachers do not 
buy into the program, it could become a gotcha experience (where the evaluation results 
came as a surprise) versus one that actually supported the teachers to become better at 
their craft.  Linda was of the opinion that if teachers were not fully vested in what the 
program offered, then this would limit their growth as a teacher.  She further mentioned 
the amount of time this program takes and suggested that might be part of why some 
teachers did not experience full buy-in when it came to the program. For Linda, using the 
SST scores to create school-wide goals was one important aspect of the comprehensive 
teacher evaluation program.  The cluster meetings were another important aspect for 
Linda. During these meetings, the teachers brought student work, and with continuous 
work on the evaluation rubric indicators, teams were able to inform instructional 
practices to improve student achievement. 
All of the interviewees agreed that the school and classroom environment is an 
important element in student learning.  They all said they worked toward creating a 
positive and strong environment through relationships with students, teachers, parents, 
and administration.  For these educators, ongoing communication was the primary 
element used in creating a strong and healthy environment.   
The peer and parent surveys were accepted among the staff that I interviewed.  
They believed that if there was something that needed to be addressed, it should have 
been communicated prior to a survey; therefore, they said there usually were no surprises.  
However, Katherine noted that parents were not in the classroom every day, and much of 
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their perceptions of the classroom and instruction came from what they heard from their 
child’s perspective.  Thus, it is important to recognize the perspective of the respondent 
when interpreting survey results.  Linda summarized this well when she stated that they 
use peer and parent surveys as feedback. 
The one unexpected finding from the interview data concerned the role of family. 
With one exception, all of the participants had family members either attending or 
working at the school. I interpreted this theme in three ways: (a) the school 
administration created a family environment within the school setting by welcoming the 
children of staff members into the school within the daycare that was offered, (b) faculty 
had children who attended the school, and (c) family members were coworkers within the 
school.  Linda made a comment about having family at the school and suggested that if 
she were making decisions and would be happy with those decisions for her child, then 
those decisions would be good for all students. In terms of the purpose of this 
dissertation, this theme illuminates the ways in which this unique school environment 
nurtured relationships that may have been beneficial to instruction and student 
achievement. 
Overall, the interview data revealed that while all of these educators came from a 
variety of backgrounds, all but the master teacher entered the education profession as a 
second career.  All had upbringings that emphasized strong educational values, and all 
believed in the importance of a variety of assessments and of a positive and supportive 
learning-teaching environment. These factors influenced these educators’ practice in 
myriad ways.  The interview data also revealed that all of these educators believed that 
the comprehensive teacher evaluation allowed them to improve their instruction and 
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ultimately improve student achievement. 
 Quantitative and qualitative data.  When looked at side by side, the quantitative 
and qualitative data suggest an overriding theme.  The quantitative data indicate that each 
of these teachers was viewed as average to above-average in terms of the evaluation 
rubrics.  However, the scores that their students received on the SST were not as 
consistent.  For example, in 2010-11, 44% of Bill’s students had score that indicated they 
exceeded expectations on the SST; however, only 28% of Katherine’s students and 10% 
of Emma’s students received exceeds expectations.  These data suggest there is no linear, 
straight-line relationship between teachers’ performance on the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation and their students’ scores on standardized tests.  Test scores are one element 
of the program; however, as a practitioner, I believe it is important to look at the scores, 
but then have ongoing communication with the teacher to examine additional elements of 
her or his practice, such as knowledge of the students’ performance prior to their 
placement in a teacher’s classroom and the circumstances that may have influenced the 
process of matching students, teachers, and classrooms.  This takes us back to how the 
comprehensive evaluation process is related to instruction, however, through additional 
in-depth analysis of evaluation scores, student growth and other elements as noted.   
 The qualitative data help round out this picture.  These data suggest there are 
many elements that are very important within a comprehensive teacher evaluation 
program.  As I was coding the data, the theme of buy-in was repeated throughout the 
instruction data, but was also found within the comprehensive teacher evaluation process. 
Relationships were a theme repeated throughout the interviews regarding the instructional 
environment, and communication was the theme repeated in these educators’ experiences 
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with peer and parent surveys.  Together with the quantitative data, these findings 
illuminate the multiple, complex, and often context-specific factors (e.g., the importance 
of family) that create a positive learning environment and influence student performance 
on standardized tests. The data collected through the interviews indicated that the 
comprehensive teacher evaluation process was seen by the teachers and administrators as 
related to instruction and student achievement. However, there is much more to consider 
in determining effects on student achievement than students’ scores on standardized tests. 
Limitations of the Study 
 As with any case study, this study is limited by the fact that it is a single case, and 
hence cannot be generalized. There are also certain limitations within the study design 
and execution itself. The data suggest there is more to comprehensive teacher evaluation 
than scores in the three elements of my conceptual framework, which consisted of the 
areas of instruction and environment as well as peer surveys, parent surveys, and SST.  In 
this case, it is also necessary to consider additional limitations.  The school was small, 
which limited the size of data available for analysis, and one of the teachers who taught 
fifth and sixth grade was new so there was no historical data for that teacher, which even 
further limited the size of the database.  There was peer survey data for only two out of 
three teachers [one out of the two years] and parent surveys with data for three out of the 
three teachers [one out of the years], and in both cases this information was limited.  
These limitations made it difficult to directly respond to the first research question: What 
is the relationship, if any, between comprehensive teacher evaluation scores and student 
standardized test scores? 
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 Out of the five people I interviewed, only one was a career teacher.  He had a 
slightly different perspective on the comprehensive teacher evaluation program, and it 
would have been beneficial to interview more career teachers.  This would have enabled 
me to better determine how career teachers at SEV experience and use the comprehensive 
teacher evaluation program as a whole.  It is also important to point out that Bill was the 
only teacher that had teaching experience outside of SEV.  Thus, the other teachers in my 
study did not have experiences at other schools that would allow them to compare this 
evaluation program to any other evaluation program or process.  Katherine and Colette 
completed their student teaching outside of SEV, but had never taught anywhere else.  
Linda completed her student teaching elsewhere and taught in two other schools; 
however, her perspective within this study was that of an administrator versus a teacher 
within the classroom experiencing the comprehensive teacher evaluation program.   
 This study was also limited by the composition of the school where the study took 
place.  Comprehensive teacher evaluation needs to be researched and studied within 
school settings where there is a more linguistically, culturally, and socioeconomically 
diverse student population than the one at SEV.  This would help us better understand the 
benefits and challenges of a comprehensive teacher evaluation program and how it relates 
to school reform. 
 Despite these limitations, this case study does have implications (i.e., transferrable 
lessons) for research, policy and practice.  I conclude with some of those implications and 
with recommendations for teacher evaluation as one important tool for enhancing student 
achievement. 
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Implications for Research 
My conceptual framework consists of these elements within teacher evaluation:  
(a) designing, planning, and implementing instruction, (b) learning environments, (c) peer 
surveys, and (d) parent surveys.  My goal was to determine the relationship, if any, 
between these elements and student achievement.  My analysis draws from a variety of 
data sources including SST benchmark scores, teacher evaluation scores, surveys, and in-
depth interviews. 
Gallagher (2004) suggested that traditional principal evaluations of proficient 
teachers are inadequate for determining strong and effective teachers as well as a guide to 
improve teaching skills.  Gallagher (2004) also found that studies of teacher evaluation 
show both teachers and principals see typical evaluations as having little value and that 
principals’ ratings of teachers generally are uncorrelated with students’ scores on high-
stakes assessments.  However, my research indicates that the comprehensive teacher 
evaluation program at SEV is not seen in this light.  The teachers and principal view the 
evaluation process efficient and effective. 
Within the learning environment, along with creating a positive relationship 
among students and teachers and balancing expectations through pairing basic skills and 
higher-level assignments, empirical evidence indicates that teachers also need to consider 
the learning styles of each student, because this variable also influences learning 
outcomes (Dochy, Janssens, & Struyven, 2008, p. 297).  The school learning environment 
consists of administrators working with teachers along with outside influences, while the 
classroom learning environment consists of teachers working with students in a more 
closed environment, which can directly affect student learning and achievement 
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(Anderson, Finnan, & Schnepel, 2003, p. 392).  The in-depth interviews conducted for 
this study indicate that the teachers at SEV work hard at creating balance between 
working on basic skills and implementing higher-lever assignments.  This is evident 
through the math and reading intervention classes students attend to address challenge 
areas as well as the many descriptions of the higher-level thinking the teachers encourage 
students to use.  For example, teachers use assessments where students have to explain 
how they came up with mathematical responses or demonstrate reading comprehension 
through analysis of two different literature pieces comparing characters. 
Bruce and Ross (2007) indicated peer feedback influences teachers’ judgments 
about their goal attainment (p. 148).  They also found that peers influence teachers’ 
satisfaction with the outcomes of their instruction if colleagues give praise specifically 
linked to the quality of the teacher’s performance, which in turn, they argue, will directly 
affect students’ scores on high-stakes assessments (Bruce & Ross, 2007, p. 148).  The 
data I collected suggest that the teachers I interviewed respect and encourage feedback 
from their peers. 
Using systematically gathered parent views in teacher evaluation is an uncommon 
practice; however, many writers have argued for including them (Peterson, Wahlquist, 
Brown, & Mukhopadhyay, 2003, p. 318).  Epstein (1985) contended that parent views 
can be an important source of information about teachers.  She found that parent ratings 
were influenced by student reports of classroom life and by resources and ideas given to 
the parents by the teacher.  My research indicates that teachers are open to and encourage 
feedback from parents.  One of the teachers interviewed in this study, however, suggested 
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that the parent ratings are influenced by student reports of classroom life, and so this 
perspective is something that should be considered. 
Overall, this research indicates that comprehensive teacher evaluation can be 
valuable in changing teachers’ and administrators’ perspectives from a view of teacher 
evaluation as inefficient and unproductive to a view of evaluation as a means of 
improving teacher performance and ultimately student achievement.  In this study, a 
critical element regarding perspective was the level of teacher and administrator buy-in; 
all participants in this study evidenced a strong degree of buy-in, and this in turn affected 
their practice.  Other critical elements of a comprehensive teacher evaluation program 
consist of time for teachers to collaborate and plan together, professional development for 
the teachers based on teacher need, and multiple evaluators.  This study further suggests 
the importance of all of these elements to attain strong and effective teachers and high 
achievement on student standardized test scores. 
This research further suggests that teacher evaluations that are multilayered, 
including formal evaluations, ongoing communication among staff, ongoing analysis of a 
variety of assessments, and weekly team meetings may have a positive relationship with 
the scores students receive on high-stakes assessments.  Further research needs to be 
conducted in the area of comprehensive teacher evaluation on a much larger scale with 
larger databases to assess if comprehensive teacher evaluations will allow schools to 
improve student achievement.  Further research is also needed within more diverse 
schools to assess how comprehensive teacher evaluation works in other settings. 
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Implications and Recommendations for Policy and Practice 
 At the time of the study, policies and practices regarding teacher evaluation were 
changing within numerous school districts within the state in which this research was 
conducted; comprehensive teacher evaluation was being implemented in numerous 
districts.  In most schools, it is typical for a teacher to have one announced and one 
unannounced annual evaluation.  Typically, either the principal or assistant principal 
conducted these evaluations, and the evaluations generally focused on instruction only. 
However, these evaluations were generally deemed to be ineffective by teachers and 
administrators. 
 This study suggests that more efficient and effective teacher evaluations are 
imperative, and teacher evaluation needs to incorporate more elements than simply 
evaluation on the delivery of instruction and the teacher’s content knowledge.  Research 
literature indicates the need for programs with numerous elements, such as collaboration 
and planning time for teachers, professional development for the teachers based on 
teacher need, multiple evaluators, formal evaluations, ongoing communication among 
staff, ongoing analysis of a variety of assessments, and weekly team meetings.  The rich, 
in-depth analyses from the interviews within this study suggest that classroom teachers 
support the use of multilayered elements of a comprehensive teacher evaluation program.  
This study also suggests that teachers and administrators support comprehensive teacher 
evaluation programs to guide teachers to become stronger and more effective educators 
and ultimately enhance their students’ achievement on standardized tests.  
 There are many changes under way in the field of education, most notably the 
implementation of the Common Core State Standards and a new standardized test that 
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will be implemented to align with Common Core.  These changes are designed to better 
prepare students for continued education after high school and a more diverse and global 
workplace.  To accompany these changes, implementing comprehensive teacher 
evaluation throughout districts should also be considered.   
Implementation of comprehensive teacher evaluation would require a number of 
steps in order for the evaluation process to be embraced by educators and to ultimately be 
successful.  Funding for implementing comprehensive teacher evaluation would be 
imperative.  Creating or adopting a comprehensive teacher evaluation program along with 
the professional development of teachers and administration would be a cost to districts.  
However, this is a necessary element to implement evaluation effectively and efficiently.   
This study reaffirms the critical importance of educator buy-in as comprehensive 
teacher evaluation is adopted and implemented.  Thus, districts need to share current 
research with teachers and administrators and allow them to take an active part in the 
creation of this new system.  Lastly, time must be allocated to create or adopt a program 
as well as train the teachers and administrators.  The field of education is in a constant 
change, but comprehensive teacher evaluation is something districts need to seriously 
consider to make teacher evaluation more productive and meaningful. 
Final Reflections 
 As a researcher-practitioner, I learned that research over several years has 
indicated the need for a more comprehensive teacher evaluation program.  The research 
literature, as well as the present study, suggest that in order to be successful, schools need 
to allow teachers time for collaboration and planning.  Professional development needs to 
be based on teachers’ need, and this need can be determined through effective teacher 
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evaluations.  The evaluations need to be conducted by more than one person, which 
allows teachers to be evaluated through the perspectives of different people, but all of 
whom follow specific evaluation criteria.  Teachers need to engage in continuous 
analyses of student work to inform instructional and learning strategies. 
 I learned through the collection of my quantitative data and the descriptive 
analysis that even with a comprehensive teacher evaluation program in place, teacher 
evaluation scores do not necessarily determine the outcomes of the SST benchmark 
scores.  This gave me more insight into the need for ongoing communication and 
discussions among teachers and administrators on how to meet the various needs of 
students.  This further supports the need for teachers to discuss and implement a variety 
of learning strategies within the classroom to meet students’ diverse needs.  My research 
also suggests that schools should include feedback from peers and parents.  However, 
what data is to be collected, how that data will be collected, and how the data will be used 
are crucial considerations.  If a school takes the time to create instruments to collect data, 
they should analyze the data, share the data outcomes, and share how those outcomes will 
be used to improve the educational environment. 
 I learned about teachers’ and administrators’ perspectives through my qualitative 
data collection.  The main thing that stands out from these data was the importance of the 
environment for the teachers and administrators, teachers and students, and teachers and 
parents.  Relationships are the foundation for a positive and successful school.  I also 
learned that buy-in from the staff is an important element in any teacher evaluation 
program, but gaining teacher buy-in can be difficult and complicated.  I heard throughout 
my in-depth interviews that teachers needed to be open to the values and expectations of 
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the school.  This helped me see the importance of teachers, administrators, and families 
being able to embrace and contribute to the school’s values. 
 My goals for this research project were to determine if there was a relationship 
between comprehensive teacher evaluation scores and student achievement.  My research 
study was unable to identify a single definitive answer to this research question.  What 
the study did show was that the relationship between teacher evaluation scores and 
student achievement is much more complex and diffuse than a single, straight-line 
equation.  Making a determination of the type suggested by my first research question 
would require a much larger database (both quantitative and qualitative).  This is still a 
question that resonates with me, and as a practitioner, these data suggest the importance 
of looking at each teacher and class on an individual basis and making determinations 
from that further analysis.   
My second research question asked: How do teachers and administrators 
experience the comprehensive evaluation process and how do they use their experiences 
to inform instruction?  This study added to research regarding how teachers and 
administrators within this school and comprehensive teacher evaluation program were 
able to use their experiences to inform instruction.  The narrative profiles I constructed 
from the in-depth interviews provided a wealth of information on educators’ experiences 
and perceptions of comprehensive teacher evaluation.  The participants shared their 
experiences not only on the evaluation process, but also on the collaboration and support 
that helps inform their instruction.  It further revealed the differences in perceptions 
depending upon the background experiences and how those experiences shaped their 
opinions and outlook. 
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Comprehensive teacher evaluation is not only expensive, but also takes an 
abundant amount of time to implement.  Time is a precious commodity, especially for 
educators.  It is important to point out that school personnel need to be careful when 
implementing such a time-consuming program, not to allow themselves to get lost in the 
process, allowing them to lose sight of the purpose of the program, which is to support 
teachers, help them to become better teachers, and ultimately improve student 
achievement.  Both Bill and Linda pointed out the importance of not allowing a program 
to take away from time with the students, creating and managing relationships or getting 
caught up in the process. 
 I hope the results of this research motivate others in the field of education to take 
a deeper look at comprehensive teacher evaluation.  I also hope the results of this 
research study support SEV in continuing to analyze, change, and improve what they 
have begun and use this information as a model for other schools with similar goals and 
aspirations for their students and their communities. 
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APPENDIX A  
TEACHER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAM (TAP) TEACHER OBSERVATION 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX F 
QUANTITATIVE DATA COLLECTION SHEET 
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APPENDIX G 
BILL’S PARENT SURVEY TABLE, 2011-12 
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APPENDIX H 
KATHERINE’S PARENT SURVEY TABLE, 2011-12 
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APPENDIX I 
EMMA’S PARENT SURVEY TABLE, 2011-12 
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APPENDIX J 
SUMMARY FOR PARENT SURVEY RESULTS, 2011-12 
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All teachers received a limited number of responses from parent surveys for 2011-
12.  SEV was unable to access any parent survey results for the 2010-11 school year and 
the reasons for that are unclear.  There was such a low return rate for the parent surveys 
that it is not reasonable to make any definitive conclusions based on the responses 
received.  The data that were available suggest that the parents believe the teachers to be 
above average.  It is important to point out that parents who did fill out the surveys were 
either ecstatic with their experiences with the teachers or had a concern they wanted to 
share.  As a practitioner I would go over parent survey results with all teachers.  I would 
ask questions to encourage teachers to recognize his/her area of strength and specific 
things he/she does to support his/her student/family in this area.  I would further 
encourage the teacher to look at his/her lowest scores and have a conversation to 
determine what he/she thinks may have contributed to that score and how that 
information might inform future objectives and goals.  Based on the low turn out rate, I 
would further encourage teachers to realize that the responses were based on a small 
number of parents and therefore would need to limit the amount of weight they place on 
the responses. 
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